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REFORM OF THE IMF AND WORLD BANK
Thursday, March 8, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2360
of the Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, English, and Maloney.

Senators Sarbanes and Reed.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Bob Keleher, Darryl Evans, Colleen J.

Healy, Corine Bradshaw, Daphne Clones-Federing, and Russell Comeau.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN
Representative Saxton. Good morning. It gives me great pleasure

to welcome Dr. Meltzer and his fellow witnesses before the Joint
Economic Committee (JEC) this morning. Dr. Meltzer served as
Chairman ofthe International Financial Institution Advisory Commission
(IFIAC), and the other witnesses before us were also associated with the
Commission. I would like to take this opportunity to compliment Dr.
Meltzer and the Commission once again for their fine work in addressing
some of the most difficult issues in current economic policy.

In 1998, we began to look at the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
as a result of a request from the Administration for an $18 billion
appropriation to add to, among other things, our portion of the IMF quota.
As we began to look in terms of our oversight responsibility on this issue,
in light of the U.S. expenditure or commitment of these extra dollars, we
began to ask questions that seemed to have elusive answers.

We began to ask questions that in many instances went unanswered,
either intentionally or unintentionally, and, as a result, three years ago
began the process of learning about the International Monetary Fund and
more about the World Bank and attempting to convey that to others, who
are interested, both in the Congress and outside of the Congress.

Recently, The Economist magazine commended the Commission's
report, which was a very important part of this process - noting that it
commanded support across the ideological spectrum. That certainly was
an appropriate comment.
[The article, "Reforming the Sisters" from the Economist appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 75.]

Over the last few years, there has been a remarkable shift in informed
opinion regarding reform of the IMF and the World Bank, and the
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Meltzer Commission has played a central role in bringing that about,
along with Members of both parties on this Committee.

In retrospect, it is clear that the debate over the IMF appropriations
a few years ago led to the much-needed examination of the role of the
International Monetary Fund, as well as the World Bank.

In 1998, the proposed quota increase for the International Monetary
Fund, which I mentioned a few minutes ago, sparked a major debate over
the reform of the Institution in Congress. In the same year, this
Committee held several hearings and issued a number of studies on
various IMF reforms. This research identified a number of key problems
with the IMF, including lack of transparency and excessive interest
subsidies on loans that exacerbated moral hazard problems, increasing
incentives for inappropriate economic behavior.

The lack of financial transparency also hindered Congressional and
public understanding of how U.S. contributions are used. The current
U.S. quota to the IMF is about $50 billion, and so it seems to me and to
others on this Committee that it is certainly important for us to know and
understand, and, yes, approve of how those funds are used.

Recently, a former IMF research director validated these findings
relating to the Fund's jerry-built structure of financial provisions, and
suggested that almost nobody outside, and indeed few inside, the Fund
understand how the organization really works.

Penetrating this obscurity required an extensive financial analysis of
the Fund, supplemented with financial and other data requested from the
General Accounting Office and made public through Committee
hearings. The lack of IMF financial transparency is itself a problem, but
also reflects a virtually unintelligible and archaic presentation of IMF
financial statements.

To provide just one example, the IMF is a huge lending institution
that does not classify most of its loans as loans. That is right, they don't
classify most of their loans as loans. This lack of transparency also
obscures the fact that most RMF funds used in operations come from a
relatively small number of members, and that most IMF members do not
provide such support.

It was also found that IMF loans exceeded prudent limits, had
excessive maturities, that is, excessively long-term, and were not subject
to adequate accounting controls or loan safeguards.

In addition, an IMF drift into development lending was noted as a
serious concern, and a reflection of IMF mission creep. It was also
concluded that IMF borrowing in capital markets was quite feasible and
would be superior to continual quota increases, thereby relieving the
pressure on the American taxpayer and other taxpayers.

Some of the research findings were later incorporated into legislation,
including the IMF Transparency and Efficiency Act, which I sponsored
in 1998. A version of the legislation became law, mandating increased
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IMF transparency and reduction of IMF loan subsidies as a condition of
the quota increase, which we finally granted.

Although some steps toward transparency have been made, it does
not appear that the IMF has complied with interest rate reforms. This is
most unfortunate, since it was hoped that these higher interest rates might
encourage other needed reforms, such as shorter loan maturities and
tighter loan caps. However, under Congressional pressure, including
proposed legislation, the IMF did finally adopt some basic accounting
controls and loan safeguards last summer, but their effectiveness remains
to be seen.

In short, while some limited progress has been made, much more
remains to be done. The Report of the Meltzer Commission last year
provided a much-needed analysis of the IMF activities and their impact
in regard to the recent financial crisis.

Its recommendations with regard to the IMF as well as the World
Bank and development banks have framed the discussion about reform
of these institutions ever since the report was issued. Policy changes
recommended for the IMF include borrower preconditions, higher interest
rates, shorter maturities, renewed focus on liquidity lending, and
increased transparency.

A recent change in the IMF balance sheet - increasing its
transparency somewhat - apparently was inspired by a recommendation
of the Meltzer Commission. The Commission's proposal for grant
financing of the World Bank activities has also been well received. The
members of the Commission should be very pleased with the powerful
impact of their work, and the Congress is in your debt for your
contribution to the sound economy.

I want to thank you again for being here with us today. At this point,
I would like to welcome my friend Senator Reed to the Committee this
morning, and apologize for having started before you got here, but we are
facing a series of votes upcoming, beginning in an estimated two minutes,
and so I wanted to get started so that we can get opening statements out
of the way before we leave for the votes.

At this time, if you would like to have an opportunity for your
opening statement, and then we will begin to hear from our witnesses. I
might add that any other opening statements will be submitted for the
record. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 40.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, RANKING MINORITY MEMBER
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me

apologize simultaneously, which is the nature of life here in the
Congress. We are conducting not only hearings, but a markup on the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. I apologize for my tardiness.

To my colleagues, Congresswoman Maloney and Senator Sarbanes
and the witnesses, welcome. I also want to thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
look forward to working with you in my capacity as Ranking Minority
Member. The JEC has a long and distinguished history, dating back to
its creation in the Employment Act of 1946, and it provides a unique
opportunity for Members to explore some of the most difficult issues that
confront our economy.

This year should be no exception. We have critical questions with
respect to the Nation's future. We might disagree on the scope and size
of tax cuts, of investments and budget policy, but this is a forum in which
we can explore those differences, I hope, in a very rational and factual
manner.

I believe, knowing you, Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues, that we
can and will work constructively to advance critical issues that affect our
country.

We understand that today our economy is in the midst of a pause.
How long that pause will last and how deep that pause will be is a
question that our analysts might be able to shed light upon. I think it is
important for us to look at our changing economy, related issues of
productivity, and integrating information technology. All of these issues
are dramatically affecting our economy.

Turning to today's topic, let me first compliment you, Chairman
Saxton, because you were more responsible than anyone for forming this
Commission, looking at the operations of the IMF, and ensuring that that
Institution is carefully scrutinized.

The International Financial Institution Advisory Commission has
released its final Report. Now, several months later, we have another
opportunity to look back at the Report, at its recommendations, and
assess where we are going and where the IMF is going.

Again, let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying how pleased I am
to participate with you, to work with you on the Joint Economic
Committee. I know you have a vote shortly. I will be rushing in and out
to take votes as well. I am prepared to end my statement.

Ijust wonder if our colleagues might have a few words. Would it be
appropriate now or should we go right to the witnesses?
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 42.]
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Representative Saxton. If Imayjust indulge the Members to submit
their statements for the record, I would appreciate it. We are going to

have votes, and the panel has a limited amount of time to be with us this
morning.

Senator Reed. I know Senator Sarbanes has a very few moments
here with us, and as my predecessor and as my Ranking Member on

Banking, and, need I say more, I think it would be appropriate that he say
a few words.

Representative Saxton. My friend from Maryland has in the past

demonstrated his ability to give very comprehensive and short statements.
So if my friend would give a comprehensive short statement for a minute
or two, we would appreciate it.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL S. SARBANES
Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We have

Secretary Powell before the Committee this morning and I have to get
over for that hearing.

I did want to in effect participate, even albeit briefly, in the first
hearing of the Joint Economic Committee in the new Congress. I want

to congratulate Representative Saxton, who will be the Chairman of the

JEC in this Congress, and who has held this position in the past with
distinction. And I want to say, Mr. Chairman, I think you are very

fortunate to have Senator Reed as the Ranking Democratic Member on
the Committee.

I look forward to the two of you working closely together and

developing the Committee's agenda. I believe strongly in the role of the

JEC in conducting oversight on the broad economic issues facing the
country.

The hearing today, "Reform of the IMF and the World Bank," is

obviously a very important matter, although I must confess with all due
respect to the witnesses at the table, that as I look out at them, I have, as

Yogi Berra put it, a certain feeling of deja vu all over again, because I

believe we held a hearing with the same panel of witnesses, as I recall,
last April, and the Banking Committee, of which I am the Ranking
Member, held a full committee hearing and two subcommittee hearings
last year on this report.

I just want to make this point: I think that we are fortunate to have,
in addition to the work of this Commission, a number of other serious
efforts to study this issue. In fact, Dr. Bergsten's Institute for

International Economics issued a study last year entitled, "The Role of
the IMF: A Guide to the Reports."

Three separate reports were issued in 1999. A task force of the

Council on Foreign Relations, the International Center for Monetary and
Banking Policies in Geneva, and the Center for Economic Policy
Research in London issued a report on IMF reform, and the U.N.

Conference on Trade and Development published a report. The Overseas
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Development Council issued a report in March of last year, and, of
course, the IMF itself has been trying to review its operations and
implement reforms. Finally, the Treasury Department submitted a
detailed report to Congress last year on IMF reforms.

So, I would hope that as we delve into this subject, that we would
look at the views that were presented in these other major reports as well.
I think there is a great deal of talent that has been invested in studying
this important subject, the talent that is here at the table and their
colleagues on this Commission, but these other reports to which I made
reference as well, and I think we should get the benefit of the whole
sweep of the analysis that has been made. So I hope if the Committee
continues down this path with hearings, that we might consider doing that
as well.

Mr. Chairman, I think a lot of this Committee, and I think this
Committee has done extremely valuable work in the past, and I look
forward to it continuing to do so in the future under your leadership. I am
particularly encouraged in that view because of Jack Reed now assuming
the position of the Ranking Minority Member on the Senate side, and I
know he will bring a great deal of commitment and perception to this
responsibility.

Thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. I thank the gentleman for his remarks and

look forward to working with Senator Reed and other members of the
Committee, including the former Chairman.

I would just like to remark that there is room for a difference of
opinion on whether Yogi would think this is "deja vu all over again."
There are a lot of things that have transpired that have rolled us into a
new chapter in IMF reform, not the least of which are the products that
have been developed and disseminated by the Meltzer Commission, and,
of course, not the least of which is a new administration which seems to
show some indication of having appreciated very much the work of Dr.
Meltzer and this group.

So, hopefully we will be able to move forward together in a way that
will be productive for our economy, as well as the global economy.

Let me just introduce Dr. Meltzer at this point, who, of course, is the
former Chairman of the International Financial Institutions Advisory
Commission, that is the Meltzer Commission, and he is with the
American Enterprise Institute.

Dr. Meltzer is a professor at the Carnegie Mellon University. He is
joined by several other very well qualified individuals - Charles
Calomiris, a member of the Commission and a professor at Columbia
University, as well as Adam Lerrick, who served as senior advisor to the
Chairman of the Commission, and by Fred Bergsten, who is Director of
the Institute for International Economics as well as a member of the
Commission. I would like to welcome you all.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF ALLAN H. MELTZER,

FORMER CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION ADVISORY COMMISSION (IFIAC);

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE; PROFESSOR,
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

Dr. Meltzer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. The three of us,
Professor Calomiris, Dr. Lerrick and I, have divided up the work on what
we are going to say today. I will talk about the World Bank and they will
talk about two other subjects of interest to the Committee.

The World Bank, including IDA, disbursed to its client countries $24
billion in 1999 and $18.5 billion in 2000. The budgeted costs for making
and managing these disbursements are relatively high, almost $1.5 billion
or more than 7 percent of average disbursements. The cost to the donor
countries is higher still, a multiple of the operating costs paid by the
Bank. The Commission estimated the cost of the principal development
banks to U.S. taxpayers at $5 billion per annum.

Last year, the Commission described the bank as costly, inefficient,
bureaucratic, ineffective, and lacking clear objectives. Its credo is "a
world free of poverty." The Commission claimed it had no effective
means of achieving its objective. The Bank's president and its officials
publicly denied many of the Commission's statements.

The facts are clear and simple to relate: between 1987 and 1998, the
number of people living on less than a dollar a day, the Bank's measure
of extreme poverty, remained the same. The proportion of the population
declined modestly, from 28 percent to 24 percent. This is not much of an
accomplishment for an expenditure of about 200 billion current dollars.

Recently the Bank has started a reappraisal. The press has reported
on a memo written by the staff of one of the Bank's major divisions in
response to a request last December from President Wolfensohn for a
discussion by all divisions of the Bank's problems. The memo is
unsigned, but it states that it represents "consensus views that emerged
from discussions among the managers and staffs of the divisions."

A reader of the internal Bank memo gets a picture of an ineffective
organization with low morale and uncertain direction.

The memo lists five major problems at the Bank: the President's
management and leadership style; an overload of institutional mandates
and a lack of clear direction, problems at senior management levels;
inadequate resources for the work; and the high degree of negativity
among the staff.

To amplify these charges, the memo says that the President's
proposals "while perhaps individually worthwhile, have tended to diffuse
the Bank's focus. Thei importance in individual countries is often
unclear. The ideas have not been accompanied by adequate resources for
implementation."
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In other words, the Bank is not organized to assist countries to
develop their economies and improve the quality of life for their citizens.

Further, the memo charges, "the Bank today has no focus and is
driven by an ever-growing list of mandates imposed on it through a
variety of means: President's favored subjects, board sentiments, public
pressures, ideas generated by internal constituencies, and even fads. No
initiative that starts as a pilot is ever considered a failure because of a
lack of any honest an evaluation."

These are serious charges that go in the same direction but much
beyond what the Commission said in its report. Better use of the $20
billion to $25 billion of annual disbursements should be an urgent
concern of the Bank, its donors, the recipients, the Congress and the new
administration. An effective response to these issues would neither
accept them as entirely true, reject them as false, nor ignore them.

The donor countries should take two steps. First, they should require
an independent management audit to appraise the organization. In a
paper prepared last year for the Commission, Tom Faught concluded that
the Bank's so-called matrix form of organization is inefficient and
ineffective. Some of the Bank staff now reached the same conclusion.
A thorough reorganization to develop effective incentives to reduce
poverty, achieve development, establish market economies and
democratic government appears necessary.

Second, the donors should require a performance audit of Bank
lending and aid. The Commission, using tabulations made by the Bank's
staff from the Bank's records, concluded that the Bank had an overall 55
to 60 percent failure rate to achieve sustainable results and a much higher
failure rate, 70 percent, in the poorest countries.

Although these data came from tabulations supplied to the
Commission by the Bank staff, bank spokesmen have disputed their
accuracy. We have no independent way of measuring program results.
We believe that an independent performance audit is an urgent necessity.
The audit should show the Bank's successes and failures three to five
years after projects are completed. They should be published.

The Bank does very limited amounts of post-project evaluation.
Taxpayers, donors, recipients and the Bank's staff and management
should welcome an independent evaluation of its successes and failures.
This is an important step toward improvement.

Representative Saxton. Dr. Meltzer, I see that you are going to now
move into some suggestions as to reforms that you think are necessary.
Maybe this would be a good point for us to break before you start that.
I will be back in 10 or 12 minutes.

[Recess.]
Representative Saxton. Dr. Meltzer, I believe you were about to

begin to make some suggestions in your statement on some things that
ought to be done to continue to reform the IMF, so you may proceed, sir.
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Dr. Meltzer. The two most important reforms are, one, choose a

consistent set of objectives based on known and accepted criteria for

success, and, two, shift from the current command and control approach
to reliance on incentives and monitoring. The Bank gives lip service to

local autonomy, but chooses programs based mainly on the whims of

non-elected non-governmental organizations (NGOs), the Bank's
President, and in ways named in the internal memo quoted above. We
will not achieve the paramount aim of improving living standards while
spreading democratic government as long as programs are chosen by the
Bank acting with the NGOs. Democratic accountability and sustained
decisions require that local officials learn to make the hard decisions.
That will not happen until they have the incentives to do so.

Incentives are one of the central threads that run through the

Commission's report on the IMF and the development banks. The Bank

should support and subsidize economic and social development and
improvements in the quality of life, and should monitor results much
more than it currently does.

The Commission proposed five broad sets of activities or changes.
First is a grants program to improve the quality of life even in countries
where governments are corrupt, venal, or unwilling to develop the

necessary rules, laws and institutions that economic development
requires. Countries would choose the program, but money would be

disbursed to vendors only after a performance audit established that the
work had been done.

Adam Lerrick, a member of the Commission's staff, who is here

today, showed that the proposed grants program would be less costly than
the current system of lending and could be done entirely from the

resources that the development banks currently have. I am pleased to

report that in a recently published memo, Michael Klein of the Bank's
staff endorses a very similar program.

Klein writes, "Decades of aid provision have failed to support growth
and to provide basic services to the poor. Not only that, foreign debt has

slowly accumulated in many poor countries to the point that they cannot
pay back."

The proposal is not a World Bank policy, but it is under
consideration. Last week at the IDA 13-replenishment meeting in Paris,
the task force proposed that "limited use of grants could be explored
cautiously." Hardly a ringing endorsement, but a step in the right
direction.

The second proposed change is to introduce incentives for

undertaking and continuing institutional reforms. The Commission
proposed to heavily subsidize interest rates and to delay repayment of
loans for countries that undertake to establish and expand institutional
reforms. To develop growing economies and political democracy,
countries must be open to trade, expand property and personal rights, and
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develop their institutions. The Bank has not made much progress on
these critical changes.

Third, the development banks should encourage regional cooperation
in solving the problems of disease, pollution, forestry and agriculture.
The Bank now acknowledges that it has been slow to act on so-called
global or regional public goods. It has accepted this criticism and begun
to implement alleviation of AIDS in Africa. This is encouraging. Much
more must than done across countries in disease, agriculture, forestry and
the environment.

Fourth, over a 5-year period, development banks should phase out
lending to countries that reach $4,000 per capita income or an investment
grade rating for their debt. Countries with capital market access can and
should obtain desired loans from the market, a much larger supplier of
capital. The development banks should continue to provide technical
assistance, where invited to do so. They should reserve grants, lending
and subsidies for the poorest countries.

Last year, the World Bank criticized this proposal mainly on the
bogus grounds that loans to middle income countries provide resources
that can be used in poorer countries. This claim is false. It is surprising
and disconcerting that the Bank's President was not aware that his written
statements to this effect, and published statements by his senior staff, are
false.

Recently the Bank has started to reconsider its role in middle income
countries with access to capital markets and has appointed a task force to
reconsider its role. However, it has not introduced a policy of phasing
out financial assistance to middle income countries.

Fifth, overlap between the World Bank and the regional development
banks should be phased out. The World Bank should be a source of
technical assistance to all countries and to other development banks. It
should concentrate its financial assistance principally in the poorest
African countries. Provision of grants and development lending in Asia
and Latin America should be the sole responsibility of the regional
development banks.

The World Bank's initial reaction to the report was hostile and
obfuscating. The Bank's management has devoted much of its strategic
effort to developing cliche-ridden, ambiguous statements such as the
Comprehensive Development Program and, more recently, the
Sustainable Framework Paper.

These statements contain many words about goals and directions that
are attractive. Most of us share the main objective. Very little is said
about how the Bank would motivate its own and other organizations to
achieve these objectives by structuring incentives for client countries and
within its own organization. The idea that performance and achievement
depend on incentives and effort does not appear.

The Strategic Framework Paper, however, recognizes the need to
emphasize regional public goods, to reduce overlap with the IMF, to
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integrate the group's private sector agency more fully into the Bank's
work, and to harmonize activities with regional development banks.
These steps, if taken, would move in directions the Commission
advocated.

Also, we can hope that the current turmoil within the Bank may bring
bona fide reform. I believe a performance audit and a management audit
would improve information about the Bank, its ineffectiveness and
inefficiencies, thereby making reform more likely. These audits would
help the donor countries to understand why the Bank has been relatively
ineffective in alleviating poverty in the poorest countries.

Real progress will not occur without organizational restructuring to
increase performance incentives for the Bank's staff and within the client
countries.

Poverty reduction is difficult and challenging. The Commission has
no illusion that it will be done quickly. But we believe that very little
will be achieved without major reforms of the type we proposed, reforms
that introduce incentives for the countries to decide to make and maintain
the necessary changes.

I would like to use my remaining few minutes to comment on the
reception that the Commission's proposals have received outside the
United States. In the past year, I have traveled and spoken about the
report in Belgium, Canada, Central America, Germany, Japan,
Switzerland and the U.K., in addition to the United States. I believe I can
assure you that there is considerable support for many of the
Commission's recommendations. The German Bundesbank and the Bank
of Canada reached similar conclusions about the IMF by themselves.

A recent issue of The Economist magazine gives an assessment that
accords with my experience. It wrote:

"It is also encouraging that a useful blueprint for reform, a starting
point at any rate, is already at hand. Last year, making itself heard above
the general racket, was a plan set out by the Meltzer Commission. The
group did not achieve unanimity, but it did produce a report that
commanded support from across the ideological spectrum, laid down
some radical yet sensible basic principles."

The annual report of the U.K. Chancellor of the Exchequer states the
need for "internationally agreed codes and standards, allowing financial
markets to make informed investment decisions." Elsewhere the
Chancellor's report discusses agreement by the G-7 Nations that
"responsibility for negotiations with private creditors should rest with the
debtor countries. No class of creditors should be considered inherently
privileged."

The report also endorses "prequalification for assistance in a crisis.
The aim is to create the right incentives for the adoption of strong
policies and adherence to international recognized standards."
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In September, the IMF adopted this statement as part of its reform
proposal. These recommendations accord well with the Commission's
recommendations. I only hope that at some point they will begin to
implement them.

In closing, I want to emphasize four points. First, we cannot afford
and should not continue a system that generates expensive crises with
extraordinary frequency. It must be reformied. Economic progress hereand elsewhere requires a more stable system than the current IMF
provides.

Second, we must rid ourselves of a system that imposes changes that
countries do not want and will not enforce, that brings demonstrators tothe streets protesting real and imagined wrongs, and that is ineffective.

Third, we must encourage the poorest countries and others to choose
paths to economic and social development that are known to work. They
must have incentives to do so.

Fourth, we must insist on performance and management audits tolearn how effective these organizations are and to give them incentives
to improve.

Mr. Chairman, you took leadership on issues of IMF accountability
and effectiveness years ago. The new administration recognizes that
global peace and stability requires blending economic, military andpolitical programs. The best time for lasting reforms is when there are no
crises. That time is now.

I welcome the opportunity to appear here today. I hope this is anadditional step toward keeping reform of the IMF and the development
banks moving forward by implementing the Commission's principal
recommendations.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Meltzer appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 44.,

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Dr. Calomiris, before I introduce you, I would like to welcome for thefirst time to our Committee, incoming Member Phil English from

Pennsylvania. Phil and I have worked on many issues together and I have
a great deal of respect for him. I was delighted when he requested to
become a member of the Committee.

Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. A privilege.
Representative Saxton. Dr. Calomiris.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
CHARLES CALOMIRIS, MEMBER, IFIAC;

PROFESSOR, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Dr. Calomiris. Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear here today to

share my views on the progress to date on IMF reform.
I would like to ask permission to place the entire presentation I am

going to make into the record, although I will not be able to present it all.
Representative Saxton. Without objection.
Dr. Calomiris. Thank you. I am going to address two main

questions. First, are the reforms that have given rise to what people now
refer to as the new IMF real, and what promise do they hold for solving
the problems addressed by the Meltzer Commission and other critics;
and, second, what additional steps should reformers take to ensure the
continuation of the reform process?

Given time limitations, I am not going to be able to discuss in detail
the first five pages of my statement, which includes a detailed discussion
of disclosure, accounting and voting policy within the 1MF. I will
summarize it at the end of the statement, but I will refer to it just briefly
to say that I think there has been significant progress at the lMF, and I
think it is fair to say that they have been very responsive to criticisms in
the areas of accounting and disclosure, and my statement goes through in
detail the many changes that they have made. At the end, I will come
back to talk about remaining needs for change.

I would like to turn, though, to the question of the reforms of the
lending arrangements in the IMF. I am now on page six of my statement.

Over the last three years, the IMF has substantially changed the
structure and terms of its lending arrangements. The main result has been
an increase in the interest rate charged on, and a reduction in the maturity
of large-scale loans to, countries facing financial crises. In December
1997, the IMF launched a new facility, the Supplemental Reserve
Facility, or SRF, which provides financing for countries facing a sudden
loss in market confidence. The SRF was used in lending to Korea in
1997 and in loans to Brazil, Argentina and Turkey.

As shown in Table 1 at the back of the paper, the SRF has higher
interest and shorter maturity than other remaining IMF lending facilities.
The interest rate of 300 to 500 basic points above the basic fund interest
rate-that is close to the short-term Treasury bill rate-is in keeping with
the mandate of the U.S. Congress in 1998 that IMF loans to countries
experiencing sudden declines in market confidence be made at no less
than 300 basic points above the basic LMF rate.

In April 1999, the Fund created a second new facility, the Contingent
Credit Lines, or CCL. The CCL offers a precautionary line of credit to
countries that prequalify by enacting sound economic policies. The CCL
can be activated quickly to help counter financial crises.
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While different in some important respects from the credit line
envisioned in the Meltzer Report - and I will talk about that below - the
CCL is similar to the credit line envisioned by the Commission in that it
requires prequalification and that it permits rapid disbursement of funds
in the event of a crisis. The CCL interest rate is the sum of the basic IMF
rate plus a surcharge of between 150 and 350 basis points. This spread
was established in November 2000. Previously, the CCL interest rate
was identical to that of the SRF.

Two small points about that interest rate. First, it is unclear to me,
since I am not an attorney, whether the 150 basis point surcharge on the
CCL meets the congressional mandate of at least 300 basis points above
the basic rate for crisis assistance. Since the CCL is designed to assist
countries during financial crises, it is hard for me to understand how the
IMF could charge less than the 300 basis point surcharge mandated by
Congress for access to the CCL.

Now, the second point is why is the IMF doing this? Well, the lower
interest rate on the CCL relative to the SRF is meant to encourage
countries to apply for the CCL. It is notable, however, that so far no
country has applied for the CCL, much to the consternation of the Fund's
staff.

In 2000, additional reforms were enacted by the Fund to the three
other non-concessional lending facilities, standby arrangements, extended
Fund facilities and compensatory financing facilities, to reduce the
maturity and increase the interest rates paid under these facilities.

With respect to maturity, as shown in Table 1, "early repayment"
would be expected under the SBA, EFF and CFF facilities, unless the
IMF board agreed to make an exception and allow extended payment.
For example, under early repayment, the EFF has a maximum maturity
of 7 years rather than 10.

Interest rate surcharges for large amounts of borrowing under the
SBA, EFF and CFF, have also been added in 2000. Those reforms would
ensure that large loans financed through these facilities would bear higher
interest rates, although the rates charged would still be less than under the
SRF, and additionally in 2004 preexisting IMF facilities were phased out.

Those are all the non-concessional facilities. In addition to the five
aforementioned facilities, the Fund maintains a concessional facility, the
Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility, which lends to qualifying very
poor member countries for a period of between 5.5 and 10 years at an
interest rate of 0.5 percent.

Having reviewed all these reforms, the questions I want to ask are
what do the lending reforms accomplish and how can they be improved?

The reduction in maturities and increases in interest costs for non-
concessional loans are clearly a concrete movement in the right direction
toward reducing the IMF's role in facilitating bailouts by reducing the
subsidies these countries can extract from the IMF.
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The creation of the CCL is another positive development, since it
holds the promise of streamlining IMF conditionality via prequalification
and encouraging countries to adopt reforms which should reduce the
incidence of crises.

It is also worth noting that the IMF has developed in concert with the
World Bank a newly expanded group of financial sector experts devoted
to evaluating financial sector stability and regulatory performance. Thus,
the IMF has recently come a long way toward being able to set
prequalification standards for the regulation of domestic banking
systems.

Despite all this progress, however, much more needs to be done.
Four major problems remain under the current IMF lending rules.

Number one, countries may be able to get around the strict rules for
gaining access to funds via the SRF during crises

Two, countries have little incentive to qualify for the CCL in the
presence of the other non-concessional facilities.

Three, none of the lending facilities charges a true penalty rate as
would be appropriate for a quasi-lender of last resort.

Four, the IMF continues to provide long-term concessional lending,
which the Meltzer Commission argued should be the exclusive purview
of the development banks.

With respect to the first problem, there is no rigid rule that specifies
the circumstances under which a country may apply for one or the other
of its facilities. As shown in Table 2, current management has placed
crisis lending to Argentina and Turkey largely within the SRF rather than
the EFF, and thus the higher interest rate and shorter maturity of the SRF
currently does seem to be a real effective constraint on the cost and
duration of bailout lending.

The details here are as follows: Argentina and Turkey together
account for all $7.9 billion outstanding of SRF commitments as of March
2, 2001. But not all of the crisis lending of the last year to Argentina and
Turkey has been made through the SRF. In the case of Turkey, all of the
increase in the standby arrangement from April 14, 2000, to March 2,
2001, that is the increase from $2.9 billion to $8.7 billion, was in the
form of an SRF. But in Argentina, the increase in the standby over the
same period was from $5.4 billion to $10.6 billion, a net increase of $5.2
billion, but only $2.1 billion of that increase was in the form of an SRF.
Thus, one could argue that in the case of Argentina, the Fund did not
meet the mandate set by Congress to lend at 300 basis points above the
basic rate to countries that have experienced a sudden loss of marked
confidential. That is, unlike in Turkey, only part of the increased lending
went through the SRF.

Now, of course, one could argue that there wasn't a sudden loss of
market confidence in Argentina during this period. I don't think that is
a sustainable argument, but I suppose one could say it. That illustrates
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the problem in having multiple non-concessional lines, one can parse
words and therefore avoid the discipline of the reforms in the SRF.

Furthermore, in general, the existence of alternative facilities and the
latitude of management to use different facilities at their discretion
implies that IMF management could circumvent the stricter terms if they
chose to do so. So the EFF is slated to be used to help countries with
"long-term balance of payments needs." This is an ill-defined term which
serves to promote latitude in IMF long-term involvement in member
countries' policies through conditional subsidized lending.

The best way to ensure that loan facility arbitrage does not happen is
to focus the IMF entirely on crisis lending and eliminate the SBA, EFF,
and CCF, thereby precluding alternatives to the SRF and CCL. If you
can keep track of all these initials, the SRF and the CCL are for
emergency lending during crises.

A second remaining problem is the absence of a strong incentive for
countries to qualify for the CCL. The fact that no country has yet applied
for the CCL should give pause to IMF management. The IMF seems to
agree with the Meltzer Commission that it would be preferable for crisis
assistance to be provided via the CCL rather than via the SRF, and they
are trying to encourage countries to apply for the CCL. But member
countries apparently believe they have adequate access to IMF resources
via other channels.

The recent reduction in the CCL interest rate may provide something
of an inducement for prequalification, but it is unclear whether the 150
basis point difference in spread between the CCL and the SRF by itself
will be adequate to entice member countries. Furthermore, it is unclear
whether the new rate on the CCL, as I said, violates the U.S. Congress's
mandate that crisis lending occur at a premium of at least 300 basis points
above the IME's basic rate.

Clearly, the more the IMF can do to raise the relative cost and limit
the maturity of SRF borrowing, the better it will be able to attract
countries to the CCL, and the elimination of the SBA, EFF and CFF
would also likely enhance interested in the CCL.

Third problem: Despite the recent increases in the LMF's lending
rates, the interest rates are still not penalty rates. A penalty rate as first
defined by Bagehot, is a rate in excess of the pre-crisis interest rate the
borrower would pay but lower than the rates the borrower would have to
pay during a bona fide liquidity crises. By setting a penalty rate, the LMF
would eliminate any incentive for a country to use the IMF to facilitate
subsidies, bailouts, or otherwise gain access to subsidized loans.

During a period of transition to a pure CCL system, let's say over five
years, the IMF could continue to offer both the SRF and the CCL with the
CCL priced at the pre-crisis yield, plus, say, 100 basis points, and the
SRF priced at the pre-crisis yield plus, say 200 to 300 basis points. That
arrangement would encourage countries to qualify for the CCL, since
lending under the SRF (with its ex post conditionality rather than
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prequalification) would be substantially more costly. Just as important,
and I want to emphasis this, countries would be more likely to adopt the
CCL and meet its prequalification standards, if it were clear that the SRF
was being phased out, and I think that needs to be said in advance.

The main obstacle to reforming, as I have suggested they should, the
IMF's interest rate policies to produce a real penalty rate in this way, is
the equal treatment provision in the I"F's charter. Members under
current practice are all entitled to borrow at the same interest rate. This
rule does not make sense. The implied subsidies from the rule vary
greatly across countries and in a way that rewards high-risk countries
with higher subsidies. Repealing the equal treatment rule for the setting
of interest rates on IMF facilities and replacing it with the rule that sets
borrowing rates as a function of pre-crisis sovereign debt yields would
result in true equal treatment in the sense that the effective subsidy or
penalty implicit in the rates charged would then be identical across
countries.

Fourth, the IMF continues to lend on a concessional long-term basis
under the PRGF facility. IMF staff argue that eliminating poverty, not
crisis prevention, is the top priority for many of its member countries.
They argue that in order to be engaged in these countries, the IMF must
play a role in poverty reduction.

The Meltzer Commission strongly disagreed with this assessment.
Indeed, we were unanimous in arguing that the IMF should focus on
short-term crisis lending. Separation of functions between the
development banks and the IMF is crucial for creating accountability on
the part of all the multilateral organizations and for preventing
competition among multilaterals in the provision of poverty assistance
which could weaken the requirement set by multilaterals for countries
seeking such assistance.

In Mr. Kohler's comments on the issue of poverty in his various
speeches, one detects a bit of internal conflict. He seems to favor a
refocusing of the IMF on liquidity provision and crises prevention, but he
cannot quite bring himself to leave poverty reduction entirely to the
development banks, at least not yet.

Now I want to turn to the recent IMF bailouts of Argentina and
Turkey. The recent IMF programs in Argentina and Turkey have brought
home once again the urgent need for the establishment of clear rules that
limit IMF-sponsored bailouts. These bailouts demonstrate that despite all
the recent improvements in IMF practices, the mind-set and practices of
the old IMF continue to guide important policymaking.

In the case of Argentina, the IMF is repeating the same mistake it
made in Latin America in the 1 980s, namely the destructive
postponement of sovereign debt restructuring. Argentina's debt service
burden has ballooned in the past three years while its exports have
stagnated. The result is an inability for Argentina to generate in the
future enough foreign currency receipts via exports to service its debt.
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International Monetary Fund support for Argentina postpones but
does not resolve this problem. Indeed, it will make the problem worse in
Argentina. As we learned in the 1980s, growth stalls and debt-to-GDP
ratios climb in countries with an unsustainable sovereign debt problem
because of the uncertainties that surround debt contracts and the
unwillingness of new sources of capital to enter a country that has not
resolved its unsustainable debt burden.

The IMF did postpone the restructuring of debt, and in the process it
also postponed the uncomfortable period of financial and economic
disruption that Argentina will face. But by coming to the assistance of
Argentina in this way, effectively once again bailing out foreign debt
holders, the IMF has not only magnified the moral hazard problems and
international capital markets, it has also postponed Argentina's recovery.

In the case of Turkey, a country that has $20 billion of hard currency
reserves currently, the IMF defensive intervention reflects the view
among some within the IMF that crises provide windows of opportunity
for the IMF to force countries to adopt painful reforms in exchange for
bailout credit. It may very well be that this time in Turkey things will be
different. The willingness of the Turkish government to accede to IMF
demands for financial structuring, at least thus far, is one positive sign.
But, if the past is any guide, Turkey will, once again, take the IMF's
money and end up abandoning fiscal and monetary discipline in spite of
IMF conditionality.

In the process, once again, G-7 politics has come to bear on the IMF,
to weaken its stance vis-a-vis Turkey. Recent news stories suggest that
the tide is already turning in this direction. Although by all accounts, the
U.S. Treasury initially gave great latitude to the IMF in handling the
Turkish crises, the State Department, Defense Department and National
Security Council now seem to be exerting increasing pressure to ensure
that Turkey be provided with as much subsidized IMF credit as possible.

Turkish officials are openly expressing their desire for access to
funds with little interference in the management of their internal affairs.
These crises and the IMF's reactions to them illustrate why it is so
important to establish meaningful reforms of IMF lending practices that
limit the use of the IMF as a means to bail out foreign investors, postpone
inevitable sovereign debt workouts, or provide politically motivated
access to IMF subsidies.

If the IMF could be established as a true crisis lender with funds
available to prequalified countries as a true penalty rate, its role as a
distributor of credit subsidies would end. It would cease to be a
propagator of moral hazard and debt workout postponement, and it would
be less of a target for political manipulation by the G-7.

In conclusion, I believe the IMF staff deserves substantial praise for
their successful efforts at reform. But to make those reforms effective,
I recommend the following additional policies:
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With respect to disclosure and accounting reform, number 1,
mandatory disclosure of Article IV consultations.

Number 2, disclosure, with a lag of the bargaining positions taken by
the Fund's management in loan negotiations and the outcome of those
negotiations.

Number 3, mandatory voting by the Fund board on all loan
arrangements and recording and disclosure of all votes.

Number 4, the elimination of the SDR Department.
With respect to lending reforms, I would add the following reforms:

Number 5, the immediate elimination of all non-concessional Fund
lending facilities other than the SRF and the CCL to permit an exclusive
focus on crisis lending.

Number 6, the phasing out of the SRF to be fully replaced eventually
by the CCL over a fixed period of time, say five years.

Number 7, the relaxation of the equal treatment constraint on interest
rate charges and the establishment of true penalty interest rate charges
based on pre-crisis sovereign yields plus spreads, with CCL borrowers
enjoying lower spreads than SRF borrowers.

Number 8, the phasing out of the PRGF over a period of time with
responsibility for poverty alleviation shifting to the World Bank and the
regional development banks.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Calomiris appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 76.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Senator Reed is
going to have to leave us, and I think he has a request he would like to
make.

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am going to leave to
return to the markup on the educational bill. I don't know if I can return,
or when I might return. If I could request that the witnesses respond to
written questions that may be submitted to the record after the hearing.

Representative Saxton. Without objection.
[No questions submitted.]

Senator Reed. Gentleman, thank you.
Representative Saxton. Unfortunately, we are going to be running

into another vote or perhaps a series of votes.
Representative Saxton. Some of us are trying to reduce taxes, and

there are some folks in the Congress who don't think that is a really good
idea, so there are certain procedural votes that are going to happen along
the way to try to slow that down. So if you would try to summarize your
statement for us in light of the fact that we are going to have some
additional votes, it would probably be productive.

Dr. Lerrick. Mr. Chairman, first of all, how long would you like the
testimony to last?
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Representative Saxton. Five, ten minutes.
OPENING STATEMENT OF

ADAM LERRICK, LERRICK AND COMPANY
INCORPORATED; SENIOR ADVISOR

TO THE CHAIRMAN, IFIAC
Dr. Lerrick. First of all, Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me

to testify this morning. I would like to request that the entire written
statement be put into the record.

Representative Saxton. Without objection.
Dr. Lerrick. When is a crisis not a crisis? When it occurs eight

times within six years. Now both semantics and policies must alter.
A year ago the Meltzer Commission warned that a mechanism must

be designed to avoid the abuse of IMF liquidity assistance to sponsor
bailouts. Fine-tuning of the mechanics of present intervention won't
accomplish the task, nor will convivial dialogue or earnest exhortation.
We must focus instead on the incentives that motivate behavior. The
view of crises has been static, and we must move to a dynamic approach
that recognizes that an expedient response to one crisis can trigger a
spiral of irresponsible borrowing and speculative investing

Thus far, every move that has been made has acted to create more
crises. We have simply socialized the risk and privatized the return:
Those who have set the precedent for bailouts have set aside the basics
of market economics.

Fact one: Voluntary participation in crisis resolution is an oxymoron.
No one voluntarily takes a loss.

Fact two: If a high return is offered without the attendant high risk,
there will be excess demand.

Fact three: Only the credible prospect of default can enforce change
in countries, write-downs in creditor holdings and caution in capitalists.

There has been no change in official conduct since bailouts entered
the international consciousness in 1995 with Mexico. Then, the U.S.
Treasury led an intervention effort to gather some $50 billion for what
they swore was a one-time event. Afterwards in 1996, the G-10 united
to promise they would act to discourage expectations that large-scale
official financing packages will be available to meet debt service
obligations to the private sector.

There followed in swift succession: in 1997, Thailand for $17 billion,
Indonesia for $34 billion, and Korea for $57 billion; in 1998, Russia for
$16 billion, and Brazil for $42 billion; and now Turkey for $10 billion,
and Argentina for $20 billion. To date, a quarter trillion dollars in debt
and risk has been shifted from the balance sheets of private creditors to
official ledgers.

Loss has largely bypassed the private sector that, with the exception
of Russia, has not written off a single dollar on sovereign lending to large
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emerging nations. When the international financial institutions move in
and shore up the credit of faltering economies, private sector lending on
terms the market sets after the bailout is simply an arm's-length decision.
This cannot be confounded with the bona fide participation that implies
a cooperative sharing of cost and of risk.

Political outcry in the industrialized world continues to demand that
those who garner high returns must be compelled to contribute to
emergency solutions. The paradox is that the private sector was already
bailed in until we elected to bail them out.

The IMF response thus far has been long on subterfuge and short on
substance. A case in point is Argentina, where the Fund is boasting
private sector participation for half of the $40 billion emergencypackage.
In truth, it is nothing more than a bonus for bad lending decisions.
Investors took no losses, assumed no risk and proffered no concessions
on new funding.

All the evidence points to a new multilateral policy that has
crystallized without legislative accord: A high flow of affordable funding
to emerging economies, far beyond what official capability can provide,
must be encouraged at all cost. The shadow of contagion has been
stretched with each episode and now, with Turkey, to the view that
default in any major emerging nation will shake investor confidence in
all. Fear of global disruption provides an expedient bugaboo, but it is no
longer the prime motive for intervention.

International Monetary Fund behavior implies a blanket guaranty
backed by the G-7 governments that appears to eliminate virtually all
investor risk and awaits the advent of the deluge to cry crisis and justify
emergency aid. But there are consequences. Flows will become
excessive as speculation escalates, governments become profligate,
domestic entrepreneurs overextend and foreign investment is ill-
considered. Without the stabilizing discipline of natural market forces,
incentives for emerging nations to fulfill promises of reform are
destroyed, economic growth is subverted, and the population at large is
short-changed. Ahead lies the time when the totality of this new Ponzi
scheme could entrain a worldwide crisis that engulfs the donors along
with the recipients.

No one questions that growth and prosperity in developing countries
are in the interest of every member of the system, but less reckless and
less costly means must be explored. In times of calm, not in the midst of
calamity, we must put in place a new framework and new tools that draw
upon the skills and vast resources of the capital markets.

We must recognize that developing countries, with their violent
political and economic swings, are sources of recurring disturbance.
Undisciplined capital flows, emboldened by implicit IMF insurance,
magnify this risk. The only unknowns are when and where instability
will arise.
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We must identify systemic economies whose weakness might spread
beyond their borders. For the IMF, as lender-of-last-resort, true
responsibility is to the system, not to individual borrowers. Today
perhaps five economies in the emerging world would qualify: Argentina,
Brazil, China, Korea and Mexico. For this critical universe, the IMF
should subsidize the cost of stability as a global public good.

We must divorce the resolution of pre-crisis debt from the provision
of new financing and direct these functions to different segments of the
financial markets. The flow of emergency resources must not be
obstructed by the renegotiation of old claims, and new funds must be
sequestered to forestall diversion into the payment of past obligations.

We must prepare reservoirs of liquidity for the times when credit
weakens, but on terms negotiated before the event. Short maturity bridge
funds offer breathing room that permits borrowers to restructure
outstanding debt and to seek long-term financing from both the capital
markets and the development banks for genuine structural reform.

There is a new direction to explore that addresses all these needs. It
provides preparedness, liquidity for core economies, segregation of new
funds and real private sector participation. A summary of this new
structure follows, while a detailed outline is included as an appendix to
this testimony.

The stand-by credit line to provide emergency liquidity is ubiquitous
in the marketplace. But it can be transformed to become tradeable,
securitized, subsidized by the IMF and protected by the Fund's
endorsement of borrower policies. By this means, the iIF can enlist the
private sector to assume the risk of threatened economies in advance and
compensate the markets to provide an automatic first line of defense.
The fund retains its traditional role of lender of last resort.

Options and notes, both publicly traded, are mechanisms that can
modernize the classic stand-by line. Put options would give the IMF the
ability to sell to private sector institutions at any time, over a
predetermined medium-term period, floating rate notes issued by the core
emerging governments.

Risk is diminished for the private sector by conditions on the exercise
of the options and the release of the funds, either agreement to an IMF-
sanctioned adjustment program or fulfillment of the preconditions of an
IMF Contingent Credit Line. But the risk is not transferred to the
taxpayers of the Fund's creditor members as occurs in classic IMF
intervention.

A securitized, liquid marketplace will attract a spectrum of
institutions beyond the traditional commercial bank universe that has
dominated stand-by credit lines in the past. Every quarter, the IMF would
buy, through competitive tender, 1-year put options covering $1 billion
principal amount of underlying notes for each country and 3-year put
options covering $500 million principal amount of underlying notes for
each country. After three years, this new source of emergency financing
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would generate a sum equal to half the IMF's effective available
resources, $50 billion, or $10 billion for each of the core emerging
economies, reducing the demand for future quota increases.

The cost of the contingency structure will become ever more
competitive as the market develops. Currently this amounts to 0.35 to 3
percent per annum depending on the borrowing country.

Since global financial stability is a prime public good, all members
of the world economy should contribute. The cost of a $50 billion
program for the five core emerging economies would be approximately
$750 million per annum, divided equally between an IMF subsidy and the
protected country. To ensure a fair distribution of the Fund's share of
costs among its creditor and debtor members, financing could be
generated by raising the rate of charge on all loans and lowering the rate
of remuneration on credit balances of donor nations. The effective
annual cost to the creditor members would be $187-1/2 million, of which
the U.S. would bear $50 to 60 million.

Today the IMF is engaged in a process of continuous intervention
providing emergency resources to some 30 countries. Should market-
based contingent financing expand to serve a broader spectrum of IMF
members and grow to provision of $100 billion or more of funds, there
may come a time when IMF lending will become redundant. This would
redefine the institution as a stalwart lender of last resort, ever vigilant but
seldom in action.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Dr. Lerrick appears in the Submission for the Record
on page 94.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Mr. Bergsten.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
C. FRED BERGSTEN, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS; MEMBER, IFIAC
Mr. Bergsten. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief out of respect both

for your pending roll calls and my own, because I have to chair a
luncheon session at my Institute at noon.

I would first applaud your continued focus on these issues. This
Committee has a long and distinguished career of doing so. I have
testified as far back as the mid-1960s, and the Committee has been
crucial on these issues. I applaud you addressing them. I hope you will
stick with it.

As you do, I would echo Senator Sarbanes' call to look at a broad
array of proposals. I was a member of the Council on Foreign Relations
Commission. Secretary ONeill has said publicly that he has read and
liked that report. Deputy Secretary of Treasury Ken Dam was a member
of that Commission. I think that report in particular might commend
itself to you as you go forward in this process.
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You have heard a lot of details from the other panelists. Let me try
to give broad overviews very briefly on three points. First, this is the first
anniversary of the report of this Commission. So you might ask, how has
it fared? Well, I was the leader of the dissenting minority, as you will
probably recall, and we anticipated most of the subsequent criticisms.
We pointed out that there were two core elements in the proposal for
reform of the IMF, on which I will focus. One was that lending should
go only to countries that met certain preconditions, thereby barring the
fund from lending even to important countries if they had not qualified.
The second was, once a country had pre-qualified, it got the money
automatically, whatever its policies - budget policies or anything else -
because the majority felt that conditionality didn't work.

I am delighted to say that the world promptly and completely rejected
the majority's proposals. When the Group of Seven and the old Interim
Committee (now the International Monetary and Finance Committee), the
decision-making body of the IMf, met a month later, they clearly
reiterated their preference for other approaches. They rejected the central
elements in the majority's proposals, and did the right thing by casting
away the core of the proposals that had been made.

Probably more important than who struck John is what has actually
happened by way of reform of the monetary system including the IMF.
Here I would agree with Professor Calomiris: a number of important
reforms have been occurring. He stressed the increased transparency of
data in markets, and I agree with that. The IMF and other international
institutions increasingly insist on implementation of the Basel Core
Principles for Banking Standards and the special data dissemination
standards. A whole series of steps being taken to improve transparency
of country policy, of markets, and of the IMF itself. This, of course,
reduces the risk of excessive lending and the onset of crises. This is one
big reform; there is more to come, but it is happening.

Second, and the one on which I would put major emphasis, is that
more and more countries have moved from adjustable peg exchange rate
systems to managed flexibility of exchange rates. That is a huge reform,
Mr. Chairman, which sharply reduces the crisis-prone risk of the system.
Turkey has recently had a crisis but there is no contagion. One reason
there is no contagion is that more and more countries have insulated
themselves against it by moving to flexible exchange rate regimes.

I was in Mexico a week ago; what has happened there is fascinating.
We have always thought of Mexico as one of the most crisis-prone
countries in the world. Yet in the face of the East Asian crisis, in the face
of the nearby Brazilian crisis, and in the face of recent Argentine trouble,
Mexico has had no contagion. Why? They floated the exchange rate.
When the Brazil crisis hit, the peso depreciated 20 percent. When the
crisis settled down, the exchange rate moved right back. There was a
little effect on inflation, but there was no crisis nor was there any
contagion. So in that regard the system has been substantially improved.
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The Deputy Managing Director of the IMF, Stanley Fischer,
presented a very thoughtful paper on that issue at the recent meetings of
the American Economic Association, documenting the huge shift in
countries away from the old indefensible fixed pegs to floating exchange
rates. That, to my mind, is a huge change.

A third and very important change is PSI, private sector involvement.
There is now, in fact, a lot of bailing in of the private lenders. Almost
every deal now requires bailing in of the private lenders. There is still a
need for clear rules and guidelines. I don't think it has gone far enough
but that, too, is a very substantial reform that reduces the risk of moral
hazard, reduces the risk of excessive lending, and the like.

So a lot has happened. Those who view reform as important, as I do,
certainly should take some pleasure that not too much of it has been in
the direction of the central proposals made by the majority of the
commission.

The final point is: what remains to be done. Can you and others pack
up and go home? The answer is obviously no because the system still has
lots of problems. Lots more needs to be done.

I would focus on three elements. One I already mentioned: coming
to clear policies and guidelines on private sector involvement to better
share the risks with the private lenders.

Second, more explicit early warning systems of pending crises are
needed. The IMF has so-called multilateral surveillance. It is
demonstrably a failure because it fails to predict the crises and changes
in market behavior, which are extremely important. We need more
sophisticated systems of early warning indicators, that have now been
developed at my Institute and other places, which could in fact help
predict crises. They would enable us to go to countries and get them to
take measures to head the crises off and that way, if they don't, start to go
public about it and bring market pressures to bear even more.

The third and final needed reform is that this whole process has
focused solely on emerging market countries. Nothing has been said
about the big industrial countries. Indeed, the majority would have
excluded them from IMF activities altogether.

That is like Hamlet without the prince. The biggest problems in the
international monetary system are the huge fluctuations between dollar
and yen, and dollar and euro, and the prolonged huge misalignments in
these currencies. Incidentally these considerations are not irrelevant to
the fact that we, the United States, are now running a trade deficit
approaching $500 billion, which threatens the stability of our own
currency, but on which there is little comment, including in the tax cut
debate.

The international financial architecture discussion has ignored the
biggest players, and indeed the biggest players have a huge effect on the
smaller players. When the dollar/yen exchange rate moves by 75 percent,
as it did from early 1995 to early 1998, that was a major cause of the
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Asian financial crisis. So as you go forward, the agenda should be
broadened and I hope you will pursue those issues as well. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Bergsten.
I know that you have to leave in a few minutes to get to your next

event by noon, so in light of that, I would like to ask Ms. Maloney if she
would like to ask you some questions before having to leave.

Representative Maloney. Thank you. I appreciate all of the
testimony, but I would like Mr. Bergsten to comment on one of the
statements that Secretary Summers made before the Banking Committee
on the Meltzer Commission's report, and he said - he expressed concern
that the pre-qualification would have tied the hands of the Administration
to respond appropriately in financial crises in 1998, and I would like you
to comment on that.

And also one of the recommendations of the Commission was that
the World Bank should no longer make development loans, but should
instead make grants, and my understanding is that this would require
additional contributions from the U.S. and other countries. And is this
the case, and is it possible that moving to a grant system would increase
moral hazard?
[The prepared statement of Representative Maloney appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 1 10.]

Mr. Bergsten. I not only agree with Secretary Summers' statement
but I made it long before he did. In the joint minority dissent we made
exactly that point and I elaborated it in testimony before this Committee
and elsewhere. Under the proposal of the majority, the IMF would have
been unable to lend to any of the Asian crisis countries.

At the end of the day, hearing my criticism at the late stages of the
formulation of the report, the majority put in a couple of sentences saying
that in a systemic crisis the IMV could waive all of its proposals and do
what it wants. But that was never spelled out and it was pretty clear it
was not at the heart of what they had in mind. So their system as truly
intended would have precluded the IMF from doing its job.

On your question about the World Bank, you should make an
important distinction. There is currently the soft loan window of the
World Bank (i.e., the International Development Association), which
lends at a very long-term at a very low-interest rate. I think those credits,
if you can call them that, should be converted to grants but that wouldn't
be much of a change.

For the World Bank's hard window lending, its nonconcessional
lending, however you are absolutely right. Changing that to grants would
require enormous budgetary support from the industrial countries,
notably the United States.

I applauded the sentiments behind the majority's desire to avoid new
debt build up in developing countries but I must say I was not very
enthusiastic about their sense of political legalism - their believing
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implicitly that there would be a huge burst of enthusiasm in this Congress
and elsewhere to provide billions of dollars of grant monies for the World
Bank to lend to client countries - on that basis. I don't think it would
work. I don't even think it is desirable for those middle-income countries
who can pay nonconcessional terms and therefore should be increasingly
graduated and phased out over time as their income levels rise.

Dr. Meltzer. May I comment on that, please, on both of those
comments, Mrs. Maloney?

Representative Maloney. Absolutely, but I know that he is
supposed to be at another meeting right now. So I appreciate his
testimony, and I would like to ask him one question that he mentioned in
his - I am going to stay and listen to everything you have to say,
Dr. Meltzer, but I know that he has to leave, and I just wanted to ask him.

You mentioned we aren't doing anything about the $500 billion trade
deficit. What should we be doing about it?

Mr. Bergsten. Well, there are a lot of things. First, we should not
be cutting the budget of the Export-Import Bank and other agencies that
try to support U.S. exports.

Second, we should be trying to encourage our major markets to
adopt some of the new technologies, as we have done in the last few
years, they can both grow faster and raise their potential rates of growth
in the future - and thus be better markets for our exports. But we also
have to face the fact that a reduction of our trade deficit - not an
elimination, just a substantial reduction - will require a lower exchange
rate for the dollar and that every time former Secretaries have espoused
a strong dollar they have made the problem worse. I have always been
surprised that they would never be called into question about that but, as
the economy slows downs and unemployment starts to rise, I suspect
those issues will become serious.

There is another long-term prospect that relates to international trade
negotiations. The U.S. has a huge comparative advantage in services
exports. Despite our huge trade deficit, we run a large surplus of close
to $100 billion in services trade. If we can go into a new multilateral
round of the WTO and induce other countries, particularly big developing
countries, to liberalize their services sectors, we will then open potential
markets for a surge of U.S. exports in areas where we are highly
competitive. That would be, in fact, the most constructive, and least
disruptive way to correct our trade deficit over time.

Representative Saxton. Ms. Maloney, in the interest of fairness, I
permitted you to ask your questions of Mr. Bergsten, and I understand
that he has to leave, but also in the interest of fairness, I would like to
have Dr. Meltzer and Dr. Calomiris have an opportunity to respond in the
context of your questions. Dr. Meltzer and then followed by
Dr. Calomiris.

Dr. Meltzer. I would like to make two short points. First, the
statement that Secretary Summers made is incorrect. It is incorrect
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because it doesn't ask the question had these reforms - we gave five years
for the reforms to be phased in. Had the reforms been phased in, what
would have happened in those circumstances? It just assumes that the
crisis came. We agreed - I don't know where Mr. Bergsten gets his idea
- we agreed that in a systemic crisis, there would be the need for action.
So that is simply not a true statement about the report.

Second, and more important than who said what when and where, is
the question about what has happened since. The IMF is desperately
trying to implement the CCL, the contingent credit line, which is based
upon exactly the same principles as in the Meltzer Commission report;
that is, they want to do that, they haven't quite found the mechanism for
doing it, but they have testified and done it. And Secretary Summers has,
in fact, supported the November movements toward the CCL. So in all
those directions, there has been, I think, a change of views within the
IMF and by Secretary Summers. So I think it is simply false to continue
to take the position that Mr. Bergsten has taken here today.

On the question of grants, let me let Dr. Lerrick do that because he
has worked out the question about grants.

Dr. Lerrick. I have sympathy for Senator Sarbanes who at the
beginning of the session expressed the judgement that it seems like deja
vu all over again. I can remember the discussion of grants a year ago, in
fact, in front of this Committee. Whether grants are financeable and
whether it would require an increase in contributions from the donor
countries. At that time, testimony before this Committee showed that no
increase in donor resources would be required to shift from a loan to a
grant format at the World Bank. In fact, if you went to a grant format,
you could increase development programs by 70 percent with existing
resources.

Therefore, the issue of whether shifting to grants would require vast
increases in donor contributions has been resolved. It does not require
any increase in resources. This has now been analyzed and published in
numerous places. It was presented at the American Economic
Association annual meeting in January and has been reviewed with the
finance staff of the World Bank. There is agreement that this proposal
functions correctly as a financing mechanism.

Dr. Calomiris. Let me just add a little bit to this discussion. I want
to point out that months before Mr. Bergsten joined the Commission,
because he did come in toward the very end of it, when I first presented
the outline of a plan for how to establish the IMF, it contained the feature
that he just said we added at the last minute. Maybe he should go back
and read the transcript of my presentation to the Commission, and he will
discover if he does that that was part of the plan from the very beginning.

I want to emphasize some things about that. First of all, we never
said that the IMF could not withdraw qualification from a country if it
decided that that country didn't meet its qualification standards. So the
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idea that somehow the LMF would be stuck lending to a country that it
didn't think met its standards is false.

Secondly, we never said that the IMF would be unable to lend to
countries, even though those countries failed to meet pre-qualification
standards.

How would the Asian crisis have played out? The first question you
have to ask is whether Korea would have qualified. If these requirements
had been phased in beginning in 1990, would it have pre-qualified? Let's
assume it hadn't. Korea was the only global threat in term of its size as
an economy, in my judgment. So in my judgment, the IMF, if Korea had
not pre-qualified, would have been right to lend to Korea at a
superpenalty rate, which is what we envisioned, not what Mr. Bergsten
said, namely that the IMf can do anything it wants. We didn't say that.
We said that if a country hasn't pre-qualified, and if it is a systemic threat,
then the IMF can lend only at a superpenalty rate.

So the answer would be the counterfactual has to begin with whether
Korea would pre-qualify, and if not, whether it would probably still have
received funding.

What about Thailand? Well, in my judgment of the way to interpret
what the Commission report said, if Thailand hadn't pre-qualified,
probably it would have not received funding because it wouldn't have
been viewed as a systemic threat. This is just my interpretation of the
meaning of our report to try to answer your question. It would have
stopped the problem at Korea and probably not before, if those countries
hadn't pre-qualified. Of course, they would have had very strong
incentives to pre-qualify.

That is the answer to the direct question, but I think that this question
is not very important anymore because people are now largely in
agreement about the desirability of moving from the SRF to the CCL. As
Professor Meltzer said, this is something that many people at the IMF
agree to.

And so the question is how do you phase in a movement from SRF
to a CCL? What is the difference in terms of conditionality or pre-
qualification? Really it is not a black-and-white difference. The point
really is that you want to make conditions simple and rules-based, and
you want to make credit available quickly. Pre-qualification gets you
there. It has to be somewhat flexible for the reasons that I said, which,
as I said, were part of our proposal months before the report was finished.

Now, on the World Bank, I would say that it is also wrong to say that
we get rid of World Bank lending or development bank lending. To be
very specific, for encouraging good institution-building, what is now
called structural lending, the World Bank and the development banks
would continue to lend, but for poverty alleviation, assistance would be
grants-based. So it's important to be very clear that we are not saying that
we would get rid of lending, but we did say that we would add grants to
the mix where appropriate.

72-699 - 01
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I don't think there is a moral hazard problem from grants. There is
accountability, and that was a key part of our proposal, that things be
audited; that performance be evaluated by a credible third party; and that
funds would not go to the country, but rather to service providers. It is
hard to see how there is moral hazard in that case. So it wasn't just a
proposal to throw money at a country, it was a proposal to use money in
a way that is incentive-compatible to achieve your results.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mrs. Maloney.
Let me move on to some other items. Incidentally, I think it goes

without saying that these issues are quite complex, and there is reason
and room for differences of opinion.

Representative Maloney. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bergsten apparently
wants to make a statement before he leaves.

Mr. Bergsten. Could I give three one-sentence responses to what
they said?

Representative Saxton. If you make them one sentence.
Mr. Bergsten. Literally.
First, I read the penultimate draft of the report and had no reference

to a systemic takeout, whatever Mr. Calomiris may have written in an
early submission to the Commission.

Second, I am stunned to hear Mr. Calomiris say that Thailand is not
systemically significant since it was the Thai crisis that led the entire East
Asian crisis to erupt and cause global harm.

Third, the majority says there is great incentive to pre-qualify under
their system yet with a CCL that has offered pre-qualification now for
over a year, there is not a single taker.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Dr. Meltzer, according to IMF figures, the top five IMF debtors

account for about 70 percent of the outstanding IMF credit.
Dr. Meltzer. That is correct.
Representative Saxton. Indonesia and Russia account for about 40

percent of that.
Dr. Meltzer. I believe that is correct.
Representative Saxton. Is this lack of diversification of concern?

Usually when we think about investing, which lending is a type of
investing obviously, especially when considering the nature of the
borrower, is this a reason for concern?

Dr. Meltzer. Well, concern that those loans will never be repaid
fully, yes.

Representative Saxton. Dr. Calomiris, are the recently announced
surcharges of 100 to 200 basis points for borrowing levels of 200 to 300
percent of quota likely to significantly change the current concentration
of lending? Won't countries that want to borrow heavily still gladly pay
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one or two extra percentage points to do so if they are still receiving
heavy credit subsidies?

Dr. Calomiris. My point earlier was that it will actually make that
allocation worse potentially, too, because this kind of structure will
discourage good countries, but encourage relatively bad countries; that
is, if you have a markup of 300 basis points over the basic rate, then if
your country, let's say, has a market yield of 200 basis points over the
U.S. Treasury bill rate, then obviously you are not going to find these
facilities attractive, but if you are Argentina and you have a 7 percent
markup over the U.S. Treasury rate, well, obviously you are going to find
this very attractive. So Argentina, which currently accounts for a very
large proportion of outstanding loans to the Fund, is likely under these
kinds of rules to increase the concentration.

So my answer would be that part of the advantage of moving to a true
penalty rate structure, that is relaxing the equal treatment requirement and
allowing the spread to be based on the countries' own pre-crisis yield, is
that you get away from these bad incentives that are worrying you.

Representative Saxton. Let me ask another question. Currently
Russia, Indonesia, Ukraine and Argentina comprise over half of the
outstanding IMF credits. At the same time serious corruption issues have
emerged in several of these countries. We have discussed, previously,
the lack of adequate IMF accounting controls and safeguards that the IMF
has belatedly, I might add, tried to address, but doesn't potential
corruption also imply increased risks as perceived in the credit market.

Dr. Meltzer. Well, the IMF, I mean, the facts are really quite simple.
When the IMF turns over the money to the central bank of the country,
it has no control over what happens to the money after that. And it has
very poor, if any, monitoring procedures for making sure what happens
to the money. So the money goes to the central bank, and after that it
goes wherever the central bank or the government of the country directs
it to go, and that is a problem. It is a problem which we tried to address
at least in part. It is a very difficult problem to solve because, of course,
these are sovereign countries.

Representative Saxton. Were you ever able to get a handle on what
happened to the IMF moneys that went to Russia?

Dr. Meltzer. No, I mean, in fairness, we did not try to pursue. We
only had six months to cover seven organizations. We did not try to
pursue the questions of legality, which at that time were being pursued,
I think, through the court system.

Representative Saxton. When credibility of central banks are
damaged by corruption or political manipulation, wouldn't the market
take these risks into account?

Dr. Meltzer. Yes and no. That comes to really one of the parts that
I would think is at the heart of these problems. If it believes that these
loans are going to be bailed out, it doesn't really care. The market doesn't
function very well as a guardian of where the money goes because they
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don't think that they are at risk substantially in any of these cases, and
that is I think in Mr. Lerrick's testimony. He talks about how we have
socialized the risk and continued the return. This is a system which bails
out large financial lenders often at the expense of the people in the
country. That is why people demonstrate against this organization.
They don't understand why it continues to function that way. We don't
understand why it continues to function that way.

So we would like to see a system get back to the core issues and
away from the annoying details. There are two many crises, they are too
deep, and they affect too many people. That system is not working, and
it needs reform.

Second, the system of aid and development also isn't working. It is
inefficient and ineffective, and it is costly, and it is not working very
well. So it needs to be reformed, and a great opportunity for reforming
some of these will come when the World Bank comes for the IDA 13
appropriation, which should be coming along fairly soon.

Representative Saxton. In 1998, I introduced a bill to provide for
IMF transparency and other reforms in the IMF. A version of that bill
became law as part of the House appropriation. The legislation
eventually enacted included a version of this legislation with regard to,
first, transparency, complete with certain qualifications that we had
provided, and second, it was followed by a section mandating risk
adjusted interest rates, the second major issue addressed by the original
bill. Both of these policy changes were conditions of Congressional
approval of the IMF quota increase.

Would you discuss the IMF action which followed with regard to
these changes, with regard to our portion of the quota?

Dr. Meltzer. I think Dr. Calomiris has looked into that more closely
recently than I, so I prefer to let him answer that.

Dr. Calomiris. I think, again, I am not a lawyer, so I don't know
whether the IMF has done something that is in violation in some strict
sense, but I think I would say that there are a couple of questions that you
could ask.

As I understand the language, it says that the IMF has to lend to
countries that have suffered a sudden loss of market confidence at least
300 basis points above the basic rate. I think that is what the statute says.
The SRF does have that 300 basis points over the basic rate requirement
built into it.

The questions, though, are two things. First of all, the CCL, which
is also to lend during crises, only has 150 basis points over the basic rate.
That might be a problem from the standpoint of the law.

Secondly, only some of the lending to Argentina was done through
the SRF. Other lending to Argentina since between April of 2000 and
March of 2001, about half of it, occurred through a normal stand-by
arrangement, which has a lower interest rate than what you are requiring.
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Now, my proposed solution will solve this problem, because if they

lent at spreads over their own pre-market yield, it would certainly be in

almost all cases more than 300 basis points above the basic IMF rate.

Representative Saxton. One final question, and then I would like
to turn to my friend from Pennsylvania. I am concerned that the IMF is

not complying with the law's requirements that interest rates on

emergency loans be adjusted for risk. The risk adjustment in the law is

rooted in my legislation, and the intent was to reflect the market's
perception of risk. In other words, the Congressional intent of this
legislation that passed was to eliminate pervasive IMIF interest rate

subsidies in this lending. However, according to a recent project of
PricewaterhouseCoopers, the risk premia associated with many of these
borrowing countries are far in excess of what the lMFl is charging. Even
the so-called interest rate premium associated with the Supplementary
Reserve Facility, SRF, is a fraction of what a true risk adjustment would
require.

Do IMF interest rates still include credit subsidies, and do they

reflect true risk premia embodied in market interest rates?

Dr. Calomiris. The answer is yes, they still have subsidies, because
countries, as I said, that have high market interest rates will find the 300
basis points over the U.S. Treasury rate to still be a very good deal.

Now, why is it that they didn't adopt your recommendation? As I
understand it, the equal treatment requirement within the JMF's charter
precludes them from charging different interest rates to different
countries. So in fairness to the IMF, I think that there is some sympathy
- I haven't done a poll, but I think there is a lot of sympathy in the IMF
for your recommendation. The problem is that under the current charter,
which, as I understand it, requires a very large supermajority to change,
they can't get rid of equal treatment without that large supermajority vote.
So we should all encourage the U.S. to push for exactly that change in the
IMF's charter.

Representative Saxton. Let me just make two points, and then I will
go to Mr. English. The first point is that the 300 basis point limit was a

floor. And I think that is a very important distinction.

The second is that the provisions in our legislation made the
appropriation conditional. They were not recommendations. They made
the use of American dollars conditional upon the adoption of these
provisions by the IMF. And what you are saying is that has not
happened.

Dr. Meltzer. That is correct.
Representative Saxton. I understand you are not a lawyer.

Dr. Calomiris. Thank you. I appreciate the compliment.

Dr. Lerrick. Mr. Chairman, because it was your legislative intent
that the 300 basis points over the base lending rate not be viewed as the
benchmark but as a minimum. Very simply, as Dr. Calomiris has said,
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the interest rates, even with the three percent surcharge, are
extraordinarily subsidized rates for these borrowers. Their alternative,
were they to borrow in the market, would be somewhere between seven
to ten percent above the IMF base interest rate.

Now, one issue that I will pose to you, because this would be, I
believe, the Fund's response, is that there is zero risk on IMF loans; that
no one has ever defaulted to the IMF. The IMF is a preferred creditor;
no country will ever not repay the IMF, and therefore, if that premise is
true, your legislative requirement has been met at each point in time
because your 300 basis point floor is met and because there is no risk.

I don't agree with that point. I think there is substantial risk in IMF
loans, and, therefore, there is still very large subsidization of IMF credit.

Representative Saxton. And our attention at the same time in
adjusting IMF interest rates for risk was to approximate market rates.

Dr. Lerrick. That is right, and if you look at market rates on
average, excluding crises - for when crises occur, of course, these rates
rise dramatically, but if you exclude these times and look at pre-crisis
rates and at long general averages, the average for emerging market
bonds over any extended period of time is between 700 and 900 basis
points above U.S. Treasury securities.

Representative Saxton. I am sorry, Mr. English. Let me just ask
one final question. In light of what has transpired, or perhaps what hasn't
transpired, have we addressed the issue of moral hazard to any significant
degree?

Dr. Lerrick. In my opinion, absolutely not. There has not been a
single major sovereign crisis except Russia, where any private sector
investor has absorbed a loss or had to proffer new financing on
concessional terms. Every single investor in major sovereign debt has
been paid in full when due, and in fact, in Korea and Indonesia, not only
were the investors who lent to the governments paid in full, the
government expanded its guarantee to include $33 billion of obligations
of private sector commercial banks which were basically insolvent. So,
as Dr. Meltzer said, we have a system in place where it doesn't matter
how corrupt the central bank is, it doesn't matter how good the economic
policies are, it doesn't matter how indebted the country is, as long as the
markets believe that they will be bailed out in full, there is no incentive
for them to pay any attention to credit risk because there is no reward for
paying attention to credit risk. And, of course, this perception has been
recently reinforced in Argentina and Turkey. It was reinforced that no
one is going to take a loss, and therefore their investors can collect a risk
premium without assuming a risk. That is where the moral hazard comes
from.

Very simply, if you examine one of the key announcements of the
Argentine rescue package, at the very beginning Argentina stood up and
said no one is going to take a loss on our bonds. They said Argentina
will not default, all investors will be paid in full, and the IMF stood
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beside them and agreed. Once you say that, the game is over. The
investors know that they are not going to have losses and they are going
to be paid in full, and, therefore, to get them to do anything else, buy new
bonds, exchange old bonds, you have to give them a bonus on top of what
they were promised. They will not have a penalty for making a bad
lending decision. You are going to give them a bonus for having made
a bad lending decision.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Mr. English.
Dr. Calomiris. Just a very brief comment on Turkey.
Representative Saxton. Really brief.
Dr. Calomiris. I think it is important to mention that you cannot

possibly construe Turkey's access of the IMEF right now having to do with
Turkey's requiring liquidity. Turkey, as I said in my comment, has
$20 billion of foreign reserves, which exceeds the total foreign exchange
exposure of its financial system. In other words, there is no hard
currency liquidity problem possible in Turkey.

The only way to understand Turkey's appeal to the IMF for funds, is
as an appeal for effectively a fiscal transfer, a subsidy to Turkey from the
IMF. There is no bona fide liquidity need.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Mr. English.
Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will keep my

remarks very brief in view of the pending vote.
Dr. Meltzer, given the small steps that the RMF has recently

undertaken to address the corruption issue, an issue they think has even
crept into the awareness of the general public, in your view, are these
moves adequate; are there adequate corruption safeguards in place now
in the IMF?

Dr. Meltzer. No. Corruption in these countries, in many of these
countries, unfortunately, is endemic, and there is - the steps that have
been taken simply don't meet the problem. Now, it isn't going to be easy
to meet the problem, but the steps that have been taken do not meet the
problem.

Representative English. Do the rest of you agree with that?
Dr. Lerrick Yes.
Dr. Calomiris. Yes.
Representative English. Very good.
I have a number of other questions I would like to ask, and for

Dr. Bergsten as well, so I will simply, I think, do those by
correspondence.
[No questions submitted for the record.]

Representative English. But a final question for Dr. Meltzer. You
had indicated at the close of your written statement that there was
considerable international support for the Commission recommendations.
Which recommendations have received the most international support?
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Dr. Meltzer. These are based on my subjective judgments of
conversations that I have had plus written statements that have been made
by the Bundesbank and the Bank of Canada. I think the main source of
agreement is to move toward a system which is less crisis-prone and,
therefore, which gets the reforms up front. We can argue about whether
conditionality is a good idea or not a good idea and so on with
Mr. Bergsten. The fact is if we look around, we see that countries agree
to do things at the time they get the money, and then during the period of
the crisis they make some small steps, and then things improve, and that
is the end of reform. So that you get a country - the most extreme
example would be a country like Russia and Ukraine, or Ukraine where
they make the same promise over and over again and don't carry it
through, and that has been true in Korea where privatization and all these
things that the IMF insisted upon has gone very slowly.

What we need is a system which says that not all, but many of these
crises occur when there is a weak banking system and a pegged exchange
rate. There I agree with Dr. Bergsten. There has been improvement in
the pegged exchange rate; much, much less in the weak banking system.
So if we can get some structural reforms which will strengthen the
financial system, stop using it as a slush fund, which is what happens -
that is why the banking system is weak. The government wants to show
that it has fiscal responsibility, so it uses the banking system to do the
subsidies that it doesn't want to do through the tax and expenditure
system, and then it gets into trouble. And the banks are doing part of the
political process of subsidizing industries - in many cases subsidizing
industries that compete with our industries, but they are subsidized, and
those subsidies then come home to roost. The banks are illiquid, in many
cases insolvent, and they continue to go on year after year. The IMF gets
an agreement or the World Bank gets an agreement they are going to do
something about it. There is no enforcement, and it is very difficult to
enforce. That is why we want to move to a system of prequalification.
You make the reforms first, and then you get the money.

Representative English. Thank you, Dr. Meltzer, and it is a
privilege to have you down from western Pennsylvania.

Dr. Meltzer. Happy to see you.
Representative Saxton. In light of the fact we have a new

administration, I happened to meet with Secretary ONeill very briefly
one day, and we talked about the IMF. I was surprised at the level of
commitment that he seemed to have for IMF reform. I have not had a
chance to talk to Larry Lindsey, but I know that from past hearings the
President's new economic adviser is also predisposed to IMF reform.

I am curious. Any of you had an opportunity to chat with either of
these gentlemen or people who work with them, and what are your
impressions?

Dr. Meltzer. Well, Dr. Calomiris and I are colleagues or were
colleagues of Dr. Lindsey at the American Enterprise Institute where we
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both spend a few days a week, so we know him very well, and we know
that his views are supportive of the broad - not the detail necessarily, but
the broad range of reforms that we have talked about, and I think that this
is true. I think that The Economist article - leaving aside what
Mr. Bergsten has said, or responding to it, The Economist article, I think,
summarizes the state of the debate. Many people in many countries have
now come to recognize that the Commission's proposals are not the
blueprint for reform, but they are the basis for moving forward toward
reforms, and that there has got to be some give and take. But that, I think,
is now an accepted principle, and I hope that the administration will work
along those lines.
[The article "Reforming the Sisters" from The Economist appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 75.]

Representative Saxton. Dr. Calomiris, very quickly.

Dr. Calomiris. One thing I just want to mention is that I think it was
in February 1998 that a panel was convened here that you chaired that
had Fred Bergsten, Allan Meltzer, myself, and Larry Lindsey. If you go
back and look at what Mr. Lindsey said at that time, I think you would
see that it is very consistent with the kinds of recommendations that we
are making.

But I would go beyond that to emphasize what Allan said, that this
is not an issue that I think is just the administration's point of view. We
have now gotten to the point where I think there is strong bipartisan
consensus, consensus even within the IMF and with the World Bank to
some extent, that these kinds of reforms make sense. It may be that it
won't end up looking exactly like what the Meltzer Commission
proposed. So be it. But I think we really have got to the point where
there is an opportunity, and I just hope I can work with anyone who is
interested to make that opportunity realized.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. We are going to try to
conclude before we go to vote. Mrs. Maloney, you really only have three
or four minutes.

Representative Maloney. Yes. I would like to applaud all the
panelists, and particularly, Dr. Meltzer, your report has really ignited a
debate on a very serious subject and has led to some reforms, but
certainly has raised questions that need to be debated and talked about.

I am going to ask a few questions. We have got to run to vote. If you
decide to answer in writing, I would appreciate it.

I think the whole panel agrees with the statements of some of you on
the risk; that there is something wrong with the system whereby you take
a risk or a subsidy, and it works out fine, then you are applauded; you
take a risk or a subsidy and you make a mistake, then everybody runs in.
And you make the profit when you make this, and then you make a risk
mistake, and you are losing money, then somebody runs in to bail you
out.
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Dr. Meltzer. One word answer: Absolutely.
Representative Maloney. But I have seen this in our own American

banking system. I find it frightening the unprecedented bailout of long-
term capital where the central bank came in and saved people with their
Cayman banking accounts. Any comment on that, on our own banking
system, I think would be incredibly helpful.

Dr. Meltzer. The same principle applies.
Representative Maloney. But no one is saying that. Everybody is

applauding them like it is the most wonderful thing in the world.
Dr. Meltzer. We did not applaud.
Representative Maloney. Okay. Put it in writing. I would love to

see it. I would raise it in hearings.
Secondly, what I am extremely concerned about is what has been

raised by other side of the aisle, is the corruption factor whereby we lose
credibility. We may undermine democracies by giving loans to, quote,
a corrupt government that doesn't help the people. Russia is the biggest
example. I would support a bipartisan effort, any hearings or commission
reports, looking into what happened in Russia, and any ideas of how we
can control this so that we are not giving money that may - you know,
you may have a financial crisis, but we are not really looking at how it is
being handled in a way that isn't corrupt and good for the people who live
there.

And finally, this is a very important point, because I am a little
confused about it, and it has come up over and over again. We are all in
agreement that the majority reports suggest a systemic risk exception to
the lender-of-last-resort of the IMF. We all agree on that, but I don't
quite understand how it works and how it is different from current policy.
I would appreciate that in writing.
[The written response from Dr. Meltzer appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 53.]

You heard Mr. Bergsten's response on the Thai thing, saying that that
was systemic, others were saying it wasn't, and just related to it. Just take
an example, what I think some people are concerned about and what
Summers was concerned about is tying your hands and not being able to
respond, and that there is a bureaucracy that says you can't help when you
feel that you should, so exactly how that would work.

Let me give you an example, say, under the last resort proposal of the
IMF functions, that we have an international community. Say a country
is not pre-qualified, yet they elect a pro-reform government, and then it
is suddenly hit with a monetary crisis. Should we not provide assistance
to the country that is not pre-qualified, allowing the reform government
to possibly die? Shouldn't we support them? I mean, these are some
questions, and I think in a lot of minds is the flexibility of being able to
respond, and I think it was raised very starkly by Dr. Bergsten.
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Dr. Meltzer. May I respond quickly?
Representative Saxton. I am sorry, but we have got to go vote, and

we are going to miss the vote. Would you like to request they respond to
those questions? I think they are great questions.

Representative Maloney. I would love it in writing, and I would
take it - you know, I am very concerned about the corruption issue, the
whole risk issue, even our own banking system, and about this whole -
the last item about the flexibility of the systemic exemption.

[The written response from Dr. Meltzer appears in Submissions for the
Record on page 111.]

Representative Saxton. Before I thank you, I would just like to
share one story with you. My friend Mr. Frenze and I joined the
delegation to go to Russia in the week prior to Thanksgiving 1999 to try
and explore with Russian parliamentarians what may have happened to
the IMF funds. They agreed to hold a hearing - a public hearing with us
chaired by a member of the Communist Party and highly dominated by
members of the Russian party and spent two or three hours claiming that
American banks stole the money. I thought you would find that
interesting.

Thank you for being here. We appreciate very much the continuing
degree of hard work and dedication that you are involved in, particularly
with regard to the IMF and World Bank issues. You have been true
leaders in getting us on the road to reform, and we look forward to
working with you as we move down that road. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSION FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I would like to welcome Dr. Meltzer and fellow witnesses before the
Committee this morning. Dr. Meltzer served as Chairman of the
International Financial Institution Advisory Commission, and the other
witnesses before us were also associated with the Commission as well.
I would like to take this opportunity to compliment Dr. Meltzer and the
Commission once again for their fine work addressing some of the most
difficult issues in current economic policy.

Recently The Economist magazine commended the Commnission's
report, noting that it "commanded support across the ideological
spectrum." Over the last few years, there has been a remarkable shift in
informed opinion regarding reform of the IMW and the World Bank, and
the Meltzer Commission has played a central role in bringing this about.
In retrospect, it is clear that the debate over the IMF appropriation a few

years ago led to a much needed examination of the role of the IMF and
World Bank.

In 1998, the proposed quota increase for the International Monetary
Fund (IMf) sparked a major debate over the reform of this institution in
Congress. In the same year, this Committee held several hearings and
issued a number of studies on various IMF reforms. This research
identified a number of key problems with the IMF, including a lack of
transparency and excessive interest subsidies on loans that exacerbated
moral hazard problems.

The lack of financial transparency also hindered Congressional and
public understanding of how U.S. contributions are used. Recently a
former IMF research director validated these findings and said, "the
Fund's jerry-built structure of financial provisions has meant that almost
nobody outside, and indeed, few inside, the Fund understand how the
organization works..." Penetrating this obscurity required an extensive
financial analysis of the Fund, supplemented with financial and other data
requested from the General Accounting Office (GAO) and made public
through Committee hearings.

The lack of IMF financial transparency is a problem in itself, but also
reflects a virtually unintelligible and archaic presentation of the IMF
financial statements. To provide just one example, the IMF is a huge
lending institution that does not classify most of its loans as loans. This
lack of transparency also obscures the fact that most IMF funds used in
operations come from a relatively small number of members, and that
most members do not provide such support.
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It was also found that LMF loans exceeded prudent limits, had
excessive maturities, and were not subject to adequate accounting
controls and loan safeguards. In addition, an RMF drift into development
lending was noted as a serious concern and a reflection of IMF "mission
creep." It was also concluded that IMF borrowing in capital markets was
quite feasible and would be superior to continual quota increases.

Some of these research findings were later incorporated in
legislation, including the IMF Transparency and Efficiency Act.

In 1998 a version ofthis legislation became law, mandating increased
IMF transparency and a reduction of LMF loans subsidies as a condition
of the quota increase. Although some steps towards transparency have
been made, it does not appear that the IMF has complied with the interest
rate reforms. This is most unfortunate, since it was hoped that these
higher interest rates might encourage other needed reforms, such as
shorter loan maturities and tighter loan caps. However, under
Congressional pressure, including proposed legislation, the IMF did
finally adopt some basic accounting controls and loan safeguards last
summer, but their effectiveness remains to be seen. In short, while some
limited progress has been made, much more remains to be done.

The report of the Meltzer Commission last year provided a much-
needed analysis of IMF activities and their impact in recent financial
crises. Its recommendations with regard to the IMF as well as the World
Bank and development banks have framed the discussion about reform
of these institutions ever since the report was issued.

Policy changes recommended for the IMF include borrower
preconditions, higher interest rates, short maturities, renewed focus on
liquidity lending, and increased transparency. A recent change in the
IMF balance sheet increasing its transparency somewhat apparently was
inspired by a recommendation of the Meltzer Commission. The
Commission's proposal for grant financing of World Bank activities has
also been well received. The members of the Commission should be very
pleased with the powerful impact of their work, and the Congress is in
your debt for your contribution to sound economic policy.
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Opening Statement
of

Senator Jack Reed, Ranking Member
Joint Economic Committee Hearing on International Financial Institutions

March 8, 2001

Thank you Mr. Chairman. As you know, this is my first hearing as ranking member of
the Joint Economic Committee, and I would like to take the opportunity to say how pleased I am
to be here. The JEC has a long and distinguished history dating back to its creation in the
Employment Act of 1946. It provides members with a unique opportunity to debate critical
issues about how best to foster the long-term health and prosperity of the American-and for that
matter, the world-economy.

This year should be a particularly important one for the Committee. On the policy front,
we will be charting a new course for the budget and the Nation's future as we decide how to
make the best use of the surpluses that have resulted from the past several years of fiscal
discipline. I know, Mr. Chairman, that we probably don't have exactly the same views on how
much of the surplus should be used for tax cuts and how much should be used to pay down the
debt and meet high priority needs such as investments in health, education, and infrastructure.
But I hope we can work constructively to examine the long-term implications for the economy
and our future prosperity of the different choices before us.

On the economic front, it now seems pretty clear that the economy is going through some
changes, and that policymakers will have to negotiate some speed bumps to keep what has been
an extraordinary expansion going. I believe that most analysts still think that the economy is
likely to rebound soon from the sharp slowdown of the past few months. But I also believe that
it will be important for this committee to monitor the performance of the economy closely and
keep a close watch on how American workers and families are doing as the economy goes
through these changes.

Turning to the topic of today's hearing, it has been a year since the final report of the
International Financial Institutitions Advisory Commission, which Chairman Saxton played a key
role in creating. Some of us, Mr. Chairman, may not agree completely with the approach to
reform recommended by the Commission. But I think we can all agree that the international
economy can sometimes be pretty volatile and that we all have an interest in reducing the number
and severity of international crises. I view today's hearing as a useful contribution to the ongoing
dialogue about what kinds of reform of the IMF and other international financial institutions can
best contribute toward that goal.

In concluding, Mr. Chairman, let me say once again how pleased I am to be on the Joint
Economic Committee and how I look forward to working with you and the other members of the
Committee.

I understand that other members may be submitting opening statements for the record, but
I was wondering if Senator Sarbanes, who served as Chairman of the Committee on two separate
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occasions in the past, might be permitted a few minutes, if he would like, to make some opening

comments?
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The World Bank One Year After

The Commission's Report to Congress

by Allan H. Meltzer'

Carnegie Mellon University and the

American Enterprise Institute

The World Bank, including IDA, disbursed to its client countries $24 billion in 1999 and

$18.5 billion in 2000. The budgeted cost for making and managing these disbursements is

relatively high, almost $1.5 billion or more than 7% of average disbursements. The cost to the

donor countries is higher still, a multiple of the operating costs paid by the Bank. The

Commission estimated the cost of the principal development banks to U.S. taxpayers at $5

billion per annum.

Last year, the International Financial Institution Advisory Commission (IFIAC) described

the Bank as costly, inefficient, bureaucratic, ineffective, and lacking clear objectives. Its credo is

"a world free of poverty." The Commission claimed that it had no effective means of achieving

its objective. The Bank's President and its officials publicly denied many of the Commission's

statements. The facts are clear and simple to relate. Between 1987 and 1998 the number of

people living on less than $1 a day, the Bank's measure of extreme poverty, remained the same.

The proportion of the population declined modestly from 28% to 24%. This is not much of an

accomplishment for an expenditure of about $200 billion current dollars.

Recently, the Bank has started a reappraisal. The press has reported on a memo written

by staff of one of the Bank's major divisions in response to a request last December from

President Wolfensohn for a discussion by all divisions of the Bank's problems. The memo is

unsigned, but it states that it represents "consensus views that emerged from discussions among

the managers and staff' of the division.

A reader of the internal Bank memo gets a picture of an ineffective organization with low

morale and uncertain direction. The memo lists five major problems at the Bank.

"President's management and leadership style.

An overload of institutional mandates and a lack of clear direction.

I want to acknowledge assistance of World Bank staff in providing information on recent and proposed changes.

2
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* Problems at senior management levels.

* Inadequate resources for the work...

[and]

* The high degree of negativity among the staff."

To amplify these charges, the memo says that the President's proposals "while perhaps

individually worthwhile, have tended to diffuse the Bank's focus. Their importance in individual

countries [is] often unclear. The ideas have not been accompanied by adequate resources for

implementation." In other words, the Bank is not organized to assist countries to develop their

economies and improve the quality of life for their citizens.

Further, the memo charges:

"The Bank today has no focus and is driven Sy an ever growing list of mandates imposed

on it through a variety of means-President's favored subjects.... Board sentiments....

public pressures, ideas generated by internal constituencies, and even fads....

"No initiative that starts as a pilot is ever considered a failure because of a lack of any

honest evaluation." World Bank memo, Feedback from MNA Staff and Managers

(undated 2001).

These are serious charges that go in the same direction, but much beyond. what the

Commission said in its Report. Better use of the $20 to $25 billion of annual disbursements

should be an urgent concern of the Bank, its donors, the recipients, the Congress and the new

administration.

An effective response to these issues would neither accept them as entirely true, reject

them as false, nor ignore them. The donor countries should take two steps. First, they should

* require an independent management audit to appraise the organization. In a paper prepared last

year for the Commission, Tom Faught concluded that the Bank's so-called matrix form of

- organization is inefficient and ineffective.' Some of the Bank staff now reach the same

conclusion. A thorough reorganization to develop effective incentives to reduce poverty, achieve

development, establish market economies and democratic government appears necessary.

Second, the donors should require a performance audit of Bank lending and aid. The

Commission, using tabulations made by the Bank's staff from the Banks records, concluded that

3
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the Bank had an overall 55 to 60% failure rate to achieve sustainable results and a much higher

failure rate, 70%, in the poorest countries. Although these data come from tabulations supplied

to the Commission by the Bank's staff, Bank spokesmen have disputed their accuracy. We have

no independent way of measuring program results. We believe that an independent performance

audit is an urgent necessity. The audits should show the Bank's successes and failures three to

five years after projects are completed. They should be published. The Bank does very limited

amounts of post-project evaluation. Taxpayers, donors, recipients, and the Bank's staff and

management should welcome an independent evaluation of its successes and failures. This is an

important step toward improvement.

The two most important reforms are: (I) choose a consistent set of objectives based on

known and accepted criteria for success, and (2) shift from the current command and control

approach to reliance on incentives and monitoring. The Bank gives lip service to local autonomy

but chooses programs based mainly on the whims of non-elected NGOs, the Bank's President

and in ways named in the internal memo quoted above. We will not achieve the paramount aim

of improving living standards while spreading democratic government as long as programs are

chosen by the Bank acting with the NGOs. Democratic accountability and sustained progress

require that local officials learn to make the hard decisions. That will not happen until they have

the incentives to do so.

Incentives is one of the central threads that run through the Commission's report on the

IMF and the development banks. The Bank should support and subsidize economic and social

development and improvements in the quality of life and should monitor results much more than

it currently does.

The Commission proposed five broad sets of activities or changes. First is a grants

program to improve the quality of life even in countries where governments are corrupt, venal, or

unwilling to develop the necessary rules, laws, and institutions that economic development

requires. Countries would choose the program, but money would be disbursed to vendors only

after a performance audit established that the work had been done. The money would be paid as

grants, directly to the vendors or suppliers, so there would be no debt and reduced theft and

misappropriation.

'Thonas Faught, Jr. "Managemnent, Incentives, and Administration at the World Bank' in Exoer Paners
Washington: Government Printing Office for the International Financial Institution Advisory Comnmnission. March
2000.

4
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Adam Lerrick, a member of the Commission staff, showed that the proposed grants

program would be less costly than the current system of lending and could be done entirely from

the resources that the development banks currently have. I am pleased to report that in a recently

published memo, Michael Klein of the Bank's staff endorses a very similar program.

Klein writes: "Decades of aid provision have failed to support growth and to provide

basic services to the poor. Not only that, foreign debt has slowly accumulated in many poor

countries to the point that they cannot pay back."2 The proposal is not World Bank poiicy, but it

is under consideration. Last week at the IDA 13-replenishment meeting in Paris, the task force

proposed that "limited use of grants could be explored cautiously."

The second proposed change is to introduce incentives for undertaking and continuing

institutional reforms. The Commission proposed to heavily subsidize interest rates and to delay

repayment of loans for countries that undertake to establish and expand institutional reforms. To

develop growing economies and political democracy, countries must be open to trade, expand

property and personal rights, and develop their institutions. The Bank has not made much

progress on these critical changes.

Third, the development banks should encourage regional cooperation in solving the

problems of disease, pollution, forestry, and agriculture. The Bank now acknowledges that it has

been slow to act on so-called global or regional public goods. It has accepted this criticism and

began to implement alleviation of AIDS in Africa. This is encouraging. Much more must be

done across countries in disease, agriculture, forestry, and the environment.

Fourth, over a five-year period, the development banks should phase-out lending to

countries that reach $4000 per capita income or an investment grade rating for their debt.

Countries with capital market access can and should obtain desired loans from the market, a

much larger supplier of capital. The development banks should continue to provide technical

assistance, where invited to do so. They should reserve grants, lending, and subsidies for the

poirest countries. Last year, the World Bank criticized this proposal mainly on the bogus

grounds that loans to middle income countries provide resources that can be used in poorer

countries. This claim is false. It is surprising and disconcerting that the Bank's President was

not aware that his written statements to this effect, and published statements by his senior staff

2
Michael Klein: 'Beyond Debt Relief -New Opportunities for Private Investors' Washington: T'he World Bank.

2001.
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are false. Recently, the Bank has started to reconsider its role in middle-income countries with

access to capital markets. It has appointed a task force to reconsider its role. However, it has not

introduced a policy of phasing out financial assistance to these countries.

- Fifth, overlap between the World Bank and the regional development banks should be

phased out. The World Bank should be a source of technical assistance to all countries and to

other development banks. It should concentrate its financial assistance principally in the poorest

African countries. Provision of grants and development lending in Asia and Latin America

should be the sole responsibility of the regional development banks.

The World Bank's initial reaction to the Report was hostile and obfuscating. The Bank's

management has devoted much of its strategic effort to developing cliche-ridden, ambiguous

statements such as the Comprehensive Development Program and, more recently, the

Sustainable Framework Paper. These statements contain many words about goals and directions

that are attractive. Most of us share the main objectives. Very little is said about how the Bank

would motivate its own and other organizations to achieve these objectives by structuring

incentives for client countries and within its own organization. The idea that performance and

achievemedt depend on incentives and effort does not appear.

The Strategic Framework Paper.3 however, recognizes the need to emphasize regional

public goods, to reduce overlap with the IMF, to integrate the group's private sector agency (IFC)

more fully into the Bank's work, and to harmonize activities with regional development banks.

These steps, if taken, would move in directions the Commission advocated. Also, we can hope

that the current turmoil within the Bank may bring bona fide reform. I believe a performance

audit and a management audit would improve information about the Bank, its ineffectiveness and

inefficiencies, thereby making reform more likely. These audits would help the donor countries

to understand why the Bank has been relatively ineffective in alleviating poverty in the poorest

countries. Real progress will not occur without organizational restructuring to increase

performance incentives for the Bank's staff and within the client countries.

Poverty reduction is difficult and challenging. The Commission has no illusion that it

will be done quickly. But, we believe that very little will be achieved without major reforms of

the type we proposed, reforms that introduce incentives for the countries to decide to make and

maintain the necessary changes.

' World Bank. November 30, 2000. This is a draft version that may be revised.
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Final Comments

I would like to use my few remaining minutes to comment on the reception that the

Commission's proposals have received outside the United States. In the past year, I have

traveled and spoken about the report in Belgium, Canada, Central America, Germany, Japan,

Switzerland, and the U.K., in addition to the United States. In each of these countries, and with

representatives of the French and Italian central banks, the Bank for Intemational Settlements,

the European Central Bank, and the European Union, I spoke with official representatives. I

believe I can assure you that there is considerable support for many of the Commission's

recommendations. The German Bundesbank and the Bank of Canada reached similar

conclusions about the IMF by themselves.

A recent issue of The Economist magazine gives an assessment that accords with my

experience. It wrote:

"It is also encouraging that a useful blueprint for reform-a starting point at any rate-is

already at hand. Last year, making itself heard above the general racket, was a plan set

out by the Meltzer Commission. ... The group did not achieve unanimity, but it did

produce a report that commanded support from across the ideological spectrum, laid

down some radical yet sensible basic principles..." "Reforming the Sisters" The

Economist (February 17-23, 2001, p. 24)

The Annual Report of the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer states the need for

"intemationally-agreed codes and standards ... allowing financial markets to make informed

investment decisions.' Elsewhere, the Chancellor's Report discusses agreement by the G-7

governments that "responsibility for negotiations with private creditors should rest with debtor

countries.... No class of creditors should be considered inherently privileged." (Ibid., p. 12)

The report also endorses pre-qualification for assistance in a crisis. The aim is to create the right

incentives for the adoption of strong policies and adherence to international recognized

standards." (Ibid., p. 16) In September, the IMF adopted this statement as part of its reform

proposal. These recommendations accord well with the Commission's recommendations. The

Appendix discusses other changes and recommendations.

'Annual Report to Parliament on UK Operations at the International Monetary Fund' October 1999-September
2000, p. 4. www.BritainUSA-com
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In closing, I want to emphasize four points. First, we cannot afford, and should not

continue, a system that generates expensive crises with extraordinary frequency. It must be

reformed. Economic progress here and elsewhere requires a more stable system than the current

IMF provides. Second, we must rid ourselves of a system that imposes changes that countries do

not want and will not enforce, that brings demonstrators to the streets protesting real and

imagined wrongs, and that is ineffective. Third, we must encourage the poorest countries, and

others, to choose paths to economic and social development that are known to work. They must

have the incentive to do so. Fourth, we must insist on performance and management audits to

learn how effective these organizations are and to give them incentives to improve.

Mr. Chairman, you took leadership on issues of IMF accountability and effectiveness

years ago. The new administration recognizes that global peace and stability requires blending

economic, military, and political programs. The best time for lasting reforms is when there are

no crises. That time is now. I welcome the opportunity to appear here today. I hope this is an

additional step toward keeping reform of the IMF and the development banks moving forward by

implementing the Commission's principal recommendations.
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Appendix

This is a partial list of proposed and actual changes by the IMF in the past year.

The IMF has produced a series of experimental reports on the Observance of Standards

and Codes. These assess member countries' progress in implementing codes and standards of

best practice. The IMF provides assessment of the codes and standards and seeks countries'

permission to publish its findings. The IMF now makes recommendations to improve

implementation of standards.

The IMF and the World Bank jointly established a financial sector assessment program

for financial systems, banking supervision, and transparency.

In April 2000, the IMF members agreed that responsibility for negotiation with private

creditors should rest with debtor countries.

Discussions by the IMF Executive Board have moved from denial of moral hazard to an

effort to assess its extent.

Perhaps the most progress has come in information and transparency of operations. The

IMF now makes its liquidity position public. It publishes, on a voluntary basis, Article 4 staff

reports. By December 2000, 60 countries published their reports.

The IMF will establish this spring an Independent Evaluation Office. Reports will be

published.

The IMF reduced the number of its lending programs, taken steps to reduce long-term

lending from the Stand-by and Extended Fund Facility, and changed the terms and rules of the

Contingent Credit Facility to make it more useful.

Much more is needed. Recent bailouts in Turkey and Argentina show that change is slow

in practice. These signs of change in response to criticisms are a welcome start toward a system

that is more effective, less costly, more responsive on market decisions, and less crisis-prone.

9
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Recent Crises in Post-Crisis Perspective

by Allan H. Meltzer*

Carnegie Mellon University and

the American Enterprise Institute

Now that the crisis atmosphere of the second half of 1998 has passed,

scholars and practitioners can begin to put recent events into perspective.

The questions to be answered include: How deep and serious was the

crisis? How well was it managed by the IMF, other international

institutions, and leading central banks and governments? Can we

improve our crisis management? Can we reduce the frequency and

severity of international financial crises?

In the time available, I can only touch on some of these issues. My

conclusions may well be reversed. The issues are broad and complex,

and they have not received the detailed study on which final conclusions

should rest. Further, the full record of policy decisions, and the

I am grateful to Randolph Stempski for his excellent assistance and to Charles
Calomiris for many discussions. Much of this paper is based on our joint work.
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reasoning that drove these decisions, will not be available for several

years, if then.

Two related points should be kept in mind. Interpretations of the

past change as we learn more and as we change the models or

frameworks that we use to sift through the past. Also, events often look

very different to contemporary observers than to those who come later. I

will cite only one example. When President Truman called the Federal

Open Market Committee to his office in 1951, he told them that the

Korean War was a climactic struggle on a par with World War II.

Although the President had read a lot of history, and took pride in his

knowledge, I have no doubt that this statement reflected the intense

pressure he felt, not a careful assessment of past and present. Few

would agree with his assessment now. At the time, it influenced some of

the decisions he took. The same error ofjudgment is repeated in other

crises.
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I. Severity Of The Crisis

With those warnings in place, let me turn to the severity of the

1997-98 crisis. We have to distinguish three groups: first, the Asian and

Latin American countries that experienced severe banking and currency

crises; second, Russia; and third, the U.S. and other developed countries.

By almost any measure one might choose, Indonesia, Thailand,

Korea, and Malaysia experienced large losses of income relative to

GDP, bad loans relative to banking assets, or devaluation relative to

previous currency values. One lesson from this experience and many

others is that weak banking systems, heavily dependent on short-term

foreign loans denominated in foreign currencies, and pegged exchange

rates are an unstable combination.

Jeffrey Sachs and Paul Krugman argue that the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) should have protected employment by lowering

interest rates, expanding demand and letting the exchange rate fall, as

needed. The IMF acted on classical principles by raising interest rates

and insisted on a budget surplus to limit the decline in the exchange rate.

3
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The conclusion I draw is that this discussion misses a main,

perhaps the main, reason for the severity of the collapse. Foreign

lenders and domestic owners of capital, faced with a collapsing banking

system, were unlikely to wait to see whether either higher interest rates

and reduced domestic demand or lower interest rates and increased

domestic demand would restore stability. Neither policy proposal dealt

with a core issue. Exchange rates were pegged--neither permanently

fixed nor floating. The peg could change, as it did. Further, the

principal banks had made bad loans to favored borrowers. Their capital

was impaired to such a degree that bankruptcies and losses were likely

to be widespread. No matter what the finance minister said, or what he

guaranteed, the prudent action for a lender was to get his assets out,

salvage what could be saved, and hold hard currency.

My view finds support in what didn't happen in Hong Kong,

Australia and New Zealand, and later in Chile and Argentina. These

countries were able to restore stability either by raising interest rates to

defend a fixed, not a pegged, rate or by letting the exchange rate adjust if

it was floating. Unlike Thailand, Korea, and Indonesia, all of the

4
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countries I named have either permanently fixed or floating rates.

Classical policy worked; higher interest rates prevented a run on the

currencies with fixed exchange rates, and exchange rate changes

protected the countries on floating rates from major recessions.

Australia, for example, is a primary producer, with 60% of its exports to

troubled Asia. Yet, it adjusted without a recession. Further, the

countries that did not collapse had better banking systems. Banking

systems in Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Chile have been

greatly strengthened. Taiwan's and Hong Kong's banks remained strong

Russia does not have the rule of law, private property, a solvent

banking system, transparent accounting, or most other requirements for a

functioning market system. The IMF wastes money by offering loans

for promises of piece-meal reforms. Loans, or grants to Russia, should

be treated as political decisions, to be approved by the Congress and the

parliaments of donor countries. If the IMF continues, its lending should

be available only to countries that require banks to meet standards for

safety and soundness.

s
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Let me turn to the United States and some other developed

countries. Much has been written and said about financial market

meltdown and a global panic in the world's money markets. Data for

Germany, Japan and the U.K. show a modest increase in spreads,

beginning in mid-to-late October, following the near failure of Long-

Term Capital Management. Spreads in the U.K. and Germany declined

slightly following the Russian collapse in mid-August, perhaps for

reasons unrelated to the collapse. By early October, spreads between

private and public borrowers were back to the July level. They then rose

by 1/4 percent or slightly less. Chart 1 shows these data.

Chart 1 here

The United States shows a much larger change in spread between

commercial paper and Treasury bills. The spread rose following the

Russian default, then increased by 60 or 70 basis points in October after

problems at Long Term Capital became known.

Chart 2 here

Chart 2 explains part of the difference between U.S. markets and

markets in other developed countries. The United States received a
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large capital inflow at about this time. Much of it sought safety in U.S.

government securities. These yields fell substantially. U.S. Treasury

bill rates fell by 1.3 percentage points between early September and

mid-October. Commercial paper rates did not rise. They just declined

much less than Treasury bill rates, opening the gap we see in Chart 1.

To continue the international comparison, German Treasury bill

rates fluctuated during September and October, but they do not show

any direction of change until mid-October when they declined by about

20 basis points for a few weeks. The U.K. shows a larger decline than

Germany, but smaller than in the United States. Libor rates fell also, but

by smaller amounts.

One conclusion is that capital flows to the United States, seeking

safety, worked to drive down yields on Government securities (at all

maturities). One note of caution is that I do not have the volume of

transactions in commercial paper and other private markets, so I cannot

say how resilient or deep the private markets remained. I consider the

policy issue below.

7
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Widening spreads between commercial paper and Treasury bills is

typical in periods of uncertainty and market stress. One measure of the

severity of the 1997 period is the size of the spread relative to earlier

periods of stress. I chose three other periods for comparison. The first

is 1970, a commercial paper crisis following default by the Penn Central

Railroad, a large issuer of commercial paper. The second is 1973-74,

the period of the first oil crisis. Third is the breakdown of the Louvre

Accord in October 1987 and the worldwide stock market decline that

followed. Fourth is the recent disturbance.

Chart 3 here

Chart 3 shows the four periods. The data are monthly, so the peaks

are lower than in the weekly data used in Chart I above. There are also

some differences in sources for the earlier and later periods, but all of

the data are for AA commercial paper. For the most recent period, I

used paper issued by financial institutions because these rates are

slightly higher on average and rose more, so they help the Federal

Reserve's case a bit.

8
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Judged either by the peak spread or by the change in the spread

from two months earlier, the market ranked the 1974 crisis as most

severe. The most recent crisis ranks near the bottom; that is, least

severe.

Another way of analyzing the data looks at how the spread

changed by comparing absolute changes in commercial paper and

Treasury bill yields before and after the peak in the spread. These data

show that in each of the previous disturbances, commercial paper rates

rose in the month in which the peak occurred while Treasury bill rates

fell. The most recent disturbance shows both rates falling at different

rates of change. The spread widened not, as in the three prior

disturbances, because rates moved in opposite directions but because bill

rates dropped much more than paper rates. These data suggest that there

was much less flight from commercial paper than in earlier disturbances.

Capital inflow and increases in bank reserves pushed down all short-

term rates, especially Treasury bill rates. Weekly data show a similar

pattern with one exception. There is a modest increase in the paper rate

9
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in the week ending October 9. The rate remained far below its pre-crisis

peak. Table 2 shows the monthly data.

One possible explanation of these differences is that the Federal

Reserve's response was more rapid or more effective in some periods

than in others. Policy actions differed. In 1970 and 1987, the Federal

Reserve opened the discount window, offering to lend, against collateral,

to prevent disruption to the payments system. In 1998, the Federal

Reserve lowered the Federal funds rate by 3/4% in three steps, flooding

the markets with bank reserves and base money.

Growth of the monetary base -- bank reserves and currency --

shows three distinct patterns. In 1970, the base accelerated sharply

following the crisis then decelerated when the crisis passed. In 1974 and

1987, base growth did not increase, but it remained at its prevailing high

rate for several months. In 1998, base growth increased moderately,

declined for a few months, before rising again. This policy is

inflationary. Chart 4 shows these data.

Chart 4 here

10
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There is no evidence in the data I presented that recent action was

more successful than the responses to earlier crises. The Federal

Reserve was correct to respond promptly to the increased demand for

liquidity. I have only praise for their prompt action. My criticism is

limited entirely to the way they responded and their delay in reversing

their excessively easy policy

The Federal Reserve made two errors, one less important than the

other. They overstated the severity of the problem they faced, prodded

by agitation and anxiety in the New York financial markets. This would

not be damaging, if the excessive easing had been reversed promptly. It

has not been.

The second mistake, more serious I believe, was to misjudge the

problem. Money growth was high and rising. The problem was mainly

in the distribution of reserves between Wall Street and Main Street. The

proper response was to shift the distribution without changing the

growth rate of the monetary base by lowering interest rates in a rapidly

expanding economy. The result has been faster growth of money and

II
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output, more imports, and a booming stock market. The Federal

Reserve has watched this surge in output without responding.

II. What Should Have Been Done?

More than a century ago, Walter Bagehot set out the proper

response of a central bank to a market panic or crisis. Lend freely,

against collateral at a penalty rate, he said. Bagehot did not complain

that the Bank of England failed to follow that policy. In fact, his book

discusses the success of the Bank's actions in previous crises. His

criticism of the Bank is for failing to announce its policy in advance.

Bagehot argued that panics and crises would be less severe, if the market

knew the Bank's policy in advance. More than a century before

economists and central bankers recognized the importance of

expectations and credibility, Bagehot's classic work used this type of

reasoning to improve crisis management. All central bankers should

read, and reread, his book.

12
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Bagehot's rule does more than manage the crisis effectively. It

disciplines the central bank and separates liquidity problems from

problems of solvency. Some central bankers deny that it is possible to

make this distinction in the midst of a panic or crisis. That claim is

false. Borrowers who have acceptable collateral and are willing to

borrow at a penalty rate--a rate above the pre-crisis market rate--are

solvent borrowers. Lending to them against collateral supports the

market, avoids bailing out insolvent banks and financial institutions,

protects the central bank and the public from losses, and alters the

distribution of reserves without necessarily changing the total.

The Federal Reserve followed some main parts of Bagehot's rule in

1987, when it announced that the discount window was open. In 1998,

it lowered rates and relied on monetary expansion.

One reason for the difference, I suspect, is that Long-Term Capital

Management was close to failure in 1998. Bagehot's policy would have

permitted the failure, if Long-Term Capital was insolvent. The Federal

Reserve would have discounted actively for all solvent borrowers to

prevent the failure from causing bankruptcies at solvent firms.

13
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The difference of supplying reserves in different ways may seem

slight, but the long-term effects are very different. Preventing the failure

of any large non-bank financial institution extends '!too big to fail" in

new directions, encouraging mergers to achieve the requisite size and

encouraging excessive risk taking by financial institutions that reach that

size. Discounting avoids these biases and implications.

To avoid misunderstanding, let me emphasize that the Federal

Reserve did not use open market operations to rescue Long-Term

Capital Management. But, if the Federal Reserve had relied on the

discount window instead of open market operations, Long-Term Capital

would have had to offer collateral to the Federal Reserve or would have

failed.

Size is not the only criterion the Federal Reserve uses to decide

which firms live or die. Subjective judgments enter. In an earlier

period, Drexel, Burnham, Lambert was allowed to fail. Markets

stabilized after the failure. Drexel Burnham's so-called junk bonds had a

bad press. Its competitors wanted, and soon after took over, its market

niche. Long-Term Capital had a former Treasury and Federal Reserve

14
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official among its principals. I do not claim that this difference

influenced decisions. No outsider can be certain; I want to be explicit

that I have no reason to question anyone's integrity and no interest in

doing so. My point is different. Following Bagehot's rule avoids such

problems and is no less effective.

HI. What Should Have Been Done Abroad?

Earlier, I distinguished between countries with sound and fragile

banking systems. The largest, most costly and enduring problems in

Asia occurred in the latter group. One lesson to be drawn from this

experience is the need to improve the safety and solvency of banking

systems. No one disputes this conclusion. Differences arise when we

consider how to produce this desirable change.

One way, chosen by the IMF, the World Bank, the U.S. Treasury

and other governments ties lending to promises of reform. Countries

receive loans conditional on their promises to reform. Evidence on the

success of this method is very mixed; the IMF, the World Bank and

15
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other international institutions have not, and I believe cannot, produce

evidence that their lending conditions constrain countries' behavior.

In a joint paper, Charles Calomiris and I recommend that IMF

lending be restricted to crisis lending for countries that have sound

banking systems.' The criteria for soundness are a few observable

requirements. Principal among them are (1) that private lenders, mainly

financial institutions, must accept the risk that a bank will fail by holding

uninsured claims and (2) foreign banks must be permitted to compete in

local markets to reduce risk by diversification. Also, greater reliance on

fluctuating exchange rates would help to shift some of the costs to the

lenders.

It has long been accepted that risk is reduced in domestic financial

markets if a lender of last resort prevents occasional market panics from

becoming economic crises. The same would be true of international

lending, if the IMF were a properly designed stand-by lender. The

problem is to design a system that reduces risk to a minimum and

assigns costs appropriately to both lenders and borrowers.

16
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The present system does not do that. The costs borne by

Mexicans, Thais, Koreans, and others have been disproportionately

large. The costs borne by investors in emerging market equities have

been large also. Banks and financial institutions that have been repaid

out of the proceeds of IMF loans have avoided losses disproportionately.

The current system distorts financial flows. It encourages the

short-term capital flows that the IMF protects at the expense of other

types of investment. It perpetuates weak banking and financial systems

and government direction of lending to favored firms and industries. It

too often looks the other way when it finds corruption and favoritism.

These problems will not be remedied by exhortation or goodwill.

Incentives are far more powerful than exhortation. And diversification

is more effective at reducing risk than any system of regulations and

supervision that has been devised.

Whatever the merits of the Bretton Woods System may have been

in 194445, the institutions created there were designed for a pegged

exchange rate world with modest private capital flows. Neither premise-

-universal pegged exchange rates and modest private capital flows-

17
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characterizes today's international financial markets. International

institutions must be redesigned to reduce risk and contribute to stability

under current, and expected future, conditions.

Footnotes

1.Charles Calomiris and Allan H. Meltzer, "Reforming the IMF." The

National Interest, (forthcoming), 1999.
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TABLE 1

Short-Term Interest Rate Spreads*

Peak Charge to Months to

Period Spread Peak Spread"* Retum***

1969-71 1.84% 0.45% 2

1973-75 4.40 1.80 2

1986-88 1.80 1.10 4

1997-99 1.13 0.53 2

*90-day AA commercial paper minus Treasury bill rate

**change in spread from two months earlier

***months until two months prior spread restored

19
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TABLE 2

Interest Rates in Four Crises

Crisis Month

July 1970

July 1974

October 1987

October 1998

Change from

Previous

Month

Paper

+0.1

+0.7

+0.5

-0.2

T bill

-0.2

-0.3

-0.3

-0.6

a = less than 0.5

20

Change in

Following

Month

Paper

-0.4

-0.1

-0.7

+0.1

T bill

a

+1.4

-0.4

-a
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Reforming the sisters

If Ameria's new a l a i would like a challenge, it can try
eAin the XmF aind w&M mnk

("AIMS for fundamental reform of the &etton Woods sis- the Bank. The Bank, on the other hand. has not broadened its
. tess-the International Monetary Fund and the world operations; rather, it has failed to nartow them as.condi-

Bank-ae hardly new. They ate a pernnanent part of the tions-notably, the developmentofglobal financial markets-
background noise it Washington, D Sometimes the mum- have changed. Most of its loans go to countries with access to
bling and grumbling subsides until it is barely audil. S9an- prsvate international capital. The otuntries which, according
times, in the aftermath ofthe most recent inteational ban- to the Bank's own analysis, could make best use of its re-
dal calamity, it rises enough to be notsced. The volume sources receive a comparatively mll sare.
fluctuates but the flow of suggestions is constant. if the de- Tb be more dlective, the Fund and the Bank both need to
veloping countries had a dollar for every proposal to change do less The bosses of both institutions have duly drclased
the "intenational financial architectue, the problem of thenselvescommitted to shatpening the focus and so on (see
third-world poverty would be solved. page 73) They always say that Almost certainly, if it menan

StI d-w stid povr soy hing may elly happeve shedding lots of people and seeing their budgets shrink, they
AseiMa's polsces towards the Fund and the Sank are deci- clh't ean it That Lswhe fethea hruitationcomes.it
sive. for good or till-and the new te m inte ht Hous will have to lean heavily if things are to move in the direction
seems well equipped to demandand ovesee a process of re- the- Meluter Commrsesio proposed.
form that is, ndeed overdue. taty indsey, the presidents covert opensiorts
chief economic advier is known to ensetaso rsdical. sM~t, maybie not. Especially in the came ofthe Fund. the pro-
houghts on the subecit More generally, when it comes to in bleim of misaion creep is at least as much the fault of succes-

tenmatonal ec=onsro-operatscn, the admIntstration'stcep- . Aecan anstrations as of the Funds own nanag-
tical cast of nmnd is die right way to start Conventionally n ersc often, notably in Russia, the Fund has stepped in to do
tematimS" adtissrtasoinsrs, Elke the pe vious one, are to Amerias foign bidding even thuh by its own
mdined so see the oF and thne World Sank as ends in theis- lights its actiors were risky at best. The quid pro quo for a
seves as signs ofenlightenment and virmt however much a properly focused Fund and Bank is greater willingiess on the
mesyserj may make of thirgs. It is quite right to ask, as the pa of Coess and the administation to give more aid of
new admnisntation is nmo likely to, whether these bodies d-ei own explidty, either so serve national-eriry goals or
need to eist at all, exactly what purpose they are intended to pursue deveirent objectives which he, for whatever
serve, and just how well they are discharging their duties, reasondoutsidethescope ofteinstitutionsSadlyte admin-
whatever these may be. istranon may. ike its pr s fnd it all too convenient

It is also errouraging that a useful blueprint for rdbm-a to have a miireted Fund and Sank do its bidding and then
starng-poit, at any rate-is already to hand. Last year, mak- tako the brickbats.
ing itsef heard above tse general raiskt, was a plan set out by
theMel CtzerComnSo This groupsponsored by Corng ,
was chaired by Allan Metler of Camegie Mellon lUivesity,-
and drew on an impreve iange of expertise, inrduding that '.~' a .7 "1007

of Harvard's Jdffiey WSas, who is a leading thinker o ie-
velopnent, not noted as a Republican Party patsy, but nonc-
theless a trenchant crtic of the Bank and, especially, the
Furd. The group did not achieve unarnunity, but it did pro-
duce a report that cOmmanded support firm across the ideo-
logical spectrum, laid down some radical yet sensible basic
principles, and was warmly applauded by senior.congres-
sicasal Republicans. All this is quite pronising.

The ccanissio's main idea can be stated briefly. in dif-
firent ways, both the Fund and the Bank have been trying to
do far too MIChL. The ar', fist conceived as a provider of hi-
quidity in errngmcies, has become a development institu-

n. advising and requiring bormwers not Merely to repay
but to reforn the deep nics e of their economies. it
has little expermrse in this ara; such policies, fwed on gov-

m nts in crurnstances like these, tend not to stick; and so
wide a development mist in any case overlaps with that of
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Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before you today to share my views on the

progress to date in IMF reform.

The chorus of opprobrium against the IMF reached a crescendo in late 1998 in

reaction to the Asian crisis and the collapse of the ruble. Critics of the IMF, including

Allan Meltzer and myself, put forward ambitious plans for reforming the Fund. Our

proposal was to return the IMF to its proper role as a quasi international lender of last

resort, which would address global liquidity crises through lending to prequalified

countries (countries that had met conditions for access to the IMF credit line) at a penalty

rate.

Lending at a penalty rate (defined as a rate in excess of the country's pre-crisis

market yield on its sovereign debt) would encourage countries to use the credit line

briefly and only for purposes of resolving a temporary liquidity crisis. Lending at a

penalty rate avoids the abuse of the IMF as a channel for distributing subsidies to member

countries, particularly as a means of facilitating massive bailouts. That abuse, we argued,

promotes international financial instability by encouraging risk taking in emerging market

banking systems, imprudent management of fiscal affairs, and reckless lending by

international lenders. IMF subsidies are also used for ad hoc.political purposes of the G7

- most obviously in the case of Russia - to the detriment of the Fund's reputation and

effectiveness.

Critics also argued that IMF conditionality was too intrusive into national

sovereignty and ultimately ineffective in producing reform. And everyone found fault

with the way the IMF conducted its board meetings (i.e., the lack of formal voting), its

poor accounting practices, and the absence of public disclosure of information that would
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be helpful to private markets in judging member countries' economic performance (e.g.,

its Article IV consultations).

By the time the Meltzer Commission was established in the fall of 1999, all of

these criticisms had been widely discussed. The Commission was able to draw from a

large body of research in support of various criticisms, which helped to form the factual

basis for our recommendations for reform.

During the period 1998-2000 the IMF itself engaged in a fair amount of critical

self examination, which was apparent in Fund-sponsored conferences, research by Fund

staff, and public statements by its senior management That process of self examination

and reform was spurred not only by academic critics and the Commission Report, but also

by actions of the U.S. Congress, which demanded changes in the IMF's lending rules and

threatened to oppose quota increases if reforms were not forthcoming.

Are the reforms that have given rise to what people now refer to as the "new IMF'

real, and what promise do they hold for solving the problems addressed by the Meltzer

Commission and other critics? What additional steps should reformers take to ensure the

continuation of the reform process? Those are the two questions I will address in the

remainder of my comments.

Recent Reforms

Disclosure, Accounting, and Voting

In the area of disclosure, the IMf has pursued numerous initiatives to make it

easier for people to access the information it generates and to understand its structure,

loan programs, and finances. According to IMF staff, 90% of board documents are now
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posted on the IMF website. That includes roughly one-third of the Article IV

consultations posted thus far this year (which are posted only with the permission of the

member country). The obvious next step is for the Fund to make the publication of

Article IV consultations mandatory.

The negotiations between member countries and Fund staff over loan

arrangements remain an important area of secrecy. It may be useful to preserve secrecy

about negotiations for a period of time (to facilitate sensitive negotiations), but it would

be highly beneficial to the Fund to make its bargaining positions during loan negotiations

known after a sufficient amount of time has passed. For example, in the case of the

recent loan to Turkey, rumor has it that the Fund nearly refused to make the loan, and

managed to wring important concessions from the Turkish government on the winding

down of insolvent banks in return for the loan. Staff members of the Fund are sometimes

frustrated by criticisms that fail to appreciate the extent to which their negotiations have

produced immediate tangible reforms. Surely it would be useful for the Fund to make its

policy positions clear, both to outside critics and to future potential borrowers. Revealing

its bargaining positions would go a long way toward clarifying Fund policies.

According to staff members of the Fund, voting by members of the board has now

become an increasingly common practice. This, I am told, has helped to sharpen and

encourage discussion of Fund programs among board members. The next obvious step is

to make these votes a matter of public record.

The Fund website contains a wealth of information about the Fund's operations

and finances. It can be hard to navigate the website, but there is a real commitment to

making it increasingly user friendly.
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The IMf's accounting practices have significantly improved. Its accounts are now

audited by an external auditor (Price Waterhouse Coopers), and for the most part,

accounting now conforms to international accounting standards. Page 51 of the Meltzer

Commission report listed several areas in which accounts needed to be improved: the

identification of loans in the accounts, the division of loans according to their maturity

and delinquency status, the division of currency holdings into categories that distinguish

currencies that are internationally accepted from other currencies, the separation of

liability from equity in the balance sheet of the Fund, the identification of the amounts of

undrawn commitments under operative credit arrangements, the recognition of implicit

subsidies on loans in the income and expense statement of the Fund, and the

incorporation of the "SDR Department' into the IMF's overall accounts.

Of these various recommendations, the only ones that have not been addressed are

the separation of loans by maturity, the recognition of implicit subsidies on loans in the

income and expense statement, and the incorporation of the "SDR Department" into the

Fund's overall accounts X It is possible to trace remaining loan maturity by using other

information available on the Fund website, but it would be desirable to make this

information available in a more user-friendly way.

The lack of recognition of interest rate subsidies in the case of non-concessional

lending reflects the belief within the Fund that loans are not subsidized (i.e., because their

low interest rates are matched by low default risk). In the case of concessional (PRGF)

'To review the new IMW accounts and the changes listed above, see fte IMFs 2000 Annual Report,
Appendix DX, pages 182-233; Financing IMF Transactions: Quartey Report Past IM Disnsements and
Repayments for all members; IMF Lending Aangments; IMf Anesrs; IMS Financial Activities; and INIF
Credit Oustanding - all available at die IMg website: http:/#www.imf.og.
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lending, accounts are kept in a separate trust which is financed by grant contributions and

other means. Those accounts do not recognize the implied interest subsidy that results

from the ability to borrow at 0.5% interest (the PRGF interest rate), although one could

calculate that subsidy using relevant market information on debt yields and information

reported for the trust accounts.

The SDR Department's accounts remain separate. The SDR Department permits

some countries to borrow cash in exchange for SDRs from other countries, which results

in a small subsidy from net lenders to net borrowers. The need here is for more than an

accounting reform; the SDR Department should be abolished. The SDR Department is an

artifact of a bygone era when the creation of the SDR as a global currency was still

possible to imagine and it has little relevance for Fund operations. No one I have spoken

with (including Stanley Fischer, in his testimony before the Meltzer Commission) has

been able to explain what useful function it serves. Despite its small size (which some

argue makes it more trouble to get rid of than to keep) abolishing the SDR Department is

an obvious part of the remaining housecleaning that should be undertaken to modernize

the Fund, and doing so would further demonstrate a commitment to transparency on the

part of the Fund.

In summary, disclosure, voting, and accounting at the IMF have all improved

significantly over the past two years. But there is still room for improvement, particularly

in the area of disclosure. Releasing information on board votes and staff negotiating

positions, and mandating the dissemination of Article IV consultations would complete

the process of making Fund policies truly transparent. Eliminating the SDR Department

would further contribute to transparency in Fund operations.
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Lending Arrangements

Over the last three years, the IMF has substantially changed the structure and

terms of its lending arrangements. The main result has been an increase in the interest

rate charged on, and a reduction in the maturity of, large-scale loans to countries facing

financial crises.

In December 1997, the IMF launched a new facility, the Supplemental Reserve

Facility (SRF), which provides financing for countries facing a sudden loss in market

confidence. The SRF was used in lending to Korea in 1997 and in loans to Brazil,

Argentina and Turkey. As shown in Table 1, the SRF has higher interest and lower

maturity than other remaining IMF lending facilities. The interest rate of 300-500 basis

points above the basic Fund interest rate is in keeping with the mandate of the U.S.

Congress in 1998 that IMF loans to countries experiencing sudden declines in market

confidence be made at no less than 300 basis points above the basic IMF rate.

In April 1999, the Fund created a second new facility, the Contingent Credit Lines

(CCL). The CCL offers a precautionary line of credit to countries that prequalify by

enacting sound economic policies. The CCL can be activated quickly to help counter

financial crises. While different in some important respects from the credit line

envisioned in the Meltzer Report, the CCL is similar to the credit line envisioned by the

Commission in that it requires prequalification and that it permits rapid disbursement of

funds inthe eventofacrisis. The CCL interest rate is the sum of the basic IMF rate plus

a surcharge of between 150 and 350 points, This rate spread was established in

November 2000; previously, the CCL interest rate was identical to that of the SRF. It is
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unclear to me whether the 150 basis point surcharge on the CCL meets the Congressional

mandate of at least 300 basis points for crisis assistance. Since the CCL is designed to

assist countries during financial crises, it is hard for me to understand how the IMF could

charge less than the 300 basis point surcharge mandated by Congress for access to the

CCL.The lower interest charge on the CCL, relative to the SRF, is meant to encourage

countries to apply for the CCL. So far, no country has applied for the CCL, much to the

consternation of Fund staff.

In 2000, the Fund enacted reforms to the three other non-concessional lending

facilities - Stand-by Arrangements (SBA), Extended Fund Facilities (EFF) and

Compensatory Financing Facilities (CFF) - to reduce the maturity and increase the

interest rates paid under these facilities. With respect to maturity, as shown in Table 1,

"early repayment" would be expected under the SBA, EFF, and CFF, unless the IMF

board agreed to make an exception and allow extended repayment. For example, under

early repayment, the EFF has a maximum maturity of 7 years rather than 10. Interest rate

surcharges for large amounts of borrowing under the SBA, EFF, and CFF have also been

added in 2000. Those reforms would ensure that large loans financed through these

facilities would bear higher interest rates, although the rates charged would still be less

than under the SRF.

Additionally, in 2000, four preexisting facilities were phased out by the MIF.

Concessional Lending

In addition to the five aforementioned facilities, the Fund maintains a

concessional facility, the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF), which lends to
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qualifying (very poor) member countries for a period of between 5 '/2 and 10 years at an

interest rate of 0.5%.

Miat Do the Lending Reforms Accomplish? How Can They Be Improved?

The reduction in maturities and increases in interest cost for non-concessional

loans are clearly a concrete movement in the right direction - toward reducing the IMF's

role in facilitating bailouts by reducing the subsidies countries can extract from the IMF.

The creation of the CCL is another positive development, since it holds the promise of

streamlining IMF conditionality (via prequalification) and encouraging countries to adopt

reforms, which should reduce the incidence of crises. (It is also worth noting that the

IMF has developed, in concert with the World Bank, a newly expanded group of financial

sector experts devoted to evaluating financial sector stability and regulatory performance.

Thus, the IMF has recently come a long way toward being able to set prequalification

standards for the regulation of domestic banking systems.)

Despite this progress, however, much more needs to be done. Four major

problems remain under the current IMF lending rules: (1) Countries may be able to get

around the strict rules for gaining access to funds via the SRF; (2) Countries have little

incentive to qualify for the CCL in the presence of the other non-concessional facilities;

(3) None of the lending facilities charges a true penalty rate, as would be appropriate for a

quasi lender of last resort, and (4) The IMF continues to provide long-term concessional

lending, which the Meltzer Commission argued should be the exclusive purview of the

development banks.
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With respect to the first concern, there is no rigid rule that specifies the

circumstances under which a country may apply for one or the other of the facilities. As

shown in Table 2, current management has placed crisis lending to Argentina and Turkey

largely within the SRF rather than the EFF, and thus the higher interest rate and shorter

maturity of the SRF currently is a real effective constraint on the cost and duration of

bailout lending (Argentina and Turkey together account for all $7.9 billion of outstanding

SRF commitments as of March 2, 2001). Still, not all of the crisis lending of the last year

to Argentina and Turkey has been made through the SRF. In the case of Turkey, all of the

increase in the stand-by arrangement from April 14, 2000 to March 2, 2001 - from $2.9

billion to $S8.7 billion (a net increase of $5.8 billion) - was in the form of an SRF. But in

Argentina, the increase in the stand-by over the same period was from $5.4 billion to

$10.6 billion (a net increase of $5.2 billion), but only $2.1 billion of that increase was in

the form of an SRF. Thus, one could argue that in the case of Argentina, the Fund did not

meet the mandate set by Congress to lend at 300 basis points above the basic rate to

countries that have experienced a sudden loss of market confidence.

Furthermore, in general, the existence of alternative facilities, and the latitude of

management to use different facilities at their discretion implies that IMF management

could circumvent the SRF's stricter terms if it chose to do so. The EFF is slated to be

used to help countries with "long term balance of payments needs." This is an ill-defined

term, which served to promote latitude in IMF long-term involvement in member

countries' policies through conditional subsidized lending. The best way to ensure that

loan facility arbitrage does not happen is to focus entirely on crisis lending and eliminate

the SBA, EFF, and CCF, thereby precluding alternatives to the SRF and CCL

72-699 - 01 - 4
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A second remaining problem is the absence of a strong incentive for countries to

qualify for the CCL. The fact that no country has yet applied for the CCL should give

pause to IMF management. The IMF seems to agree with the Meltzer Commission that it

would be preferable for crisis assistance to be provided via the CCL than via the SRF, and

they are trying to encourage countries to apply for the CCL. But member countries

apparently believe that they have adequate access to IMF resources via other channels.

The recent reduction in the CCL interest rate may provide something of an inducement

for prequalification, but it is unclear whether the 150 basis point difference in spread

between the CCL and the SRF by itself will be adequate to entice member countries.

Furthermore, it is unclear whether the new low rate on the CCL violates the U.S.

Congress's mandate that crisis lending occur at a premium of at least 300 basis points

above the IMF's basic rate. Clearly, the more the IMF can do to raise the relative cost,

and limit the maturity, of SRF borrowing the better it will be able to attract countries to

the CCL. And the elimination of the SBA, EFF, and CFF would also likely enhance

interest in the CCL.

Third, despite the recent increases in the IMF's lending rates, the interest rates are

still not penalty rates. A penalty rate, as first defined by Bagehot, is a rate in excess of the

pre-crisis interest rate the borrower would pay, but lower than the rates that the borrower

would have to pay during a bona fide liquidity crisis. By setting a penalty rate, the IMF

would eliminate any incentive for a country to use the IMF to facilitate bailouts or

otherwise gain access to subsidized loans.

During a period of transition to a pure CCL system (over, say, 5 years), the IMF

could continue to offer both the SRF and the CCL, with the CCL priced at the pre-crisis
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yield plus, say, 100 basis points, and the SRF priced at the pre-crisis yield plus, say, 200-

300 basis points.2 That arrangement would encourage countries to qualify for the CCL,

since lending under the SRF (with ex post conditionality rather than prequalification)

would be substantially more costly. Just as important, countries would be more likely to

adopt the CCL, and meet its prequalification standards, if it were clear that the SRF was

being phased out.3

The main obstacle to refonning the IMF's interest rate policies in this way is the

"equal treatment" provision in the IMF's charter. Members under current practice all are

entitled to borrow at the same interest rate. This rule does not make sense; the implied

subsidies from the rule vary greatly across countries, and in a way that rewards high-risk

countries with higher subsidies. Repealing the "equal treatment' rule for the setting of

interest rates on IMP facilities and replacing it with a rule that sets borrowing rates as a

function of pre-crisis sovereign debt yields would result in true equal treatment, in the

sense that the effective subsidy (or penalty) implicit in the rates charged would then be

identical across countries.

Fourth, the IMF continues to lend on a concessional long-term basis under the

PRGF facility. IMF staff argue that eliminating poverty, not crisis prevention, is the top

priority for many of its member countries. They argue that in order to be engaged in these

countries the IMP must play a role in poverty reduction. The Meltzer Commission

2 Note that this method for setmins interest rates might require repeal ofthe Congressional mandate of a
minimum of 300 basis points over the Fund's cost of funds, although in virtusy all emerging market
countries, yields on sovereign debt are several percentage points above those on U.S. Treasury securities;
thus, 100 basis points above the pm-crisis yield would, de faco, almost always produce a rate more than
300 basis points above the Fund's cost of funds.
'To preserve some flexibility, if at the end of the phase-out period for the SRF, some countries had failed to
inet all the prequalification standards, then these counmries could be offed more limited access to the
CCL at a higher intertt charge.
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strongly disagreed with this assessment. Indeed, we were unanimous is arguing that the

IMF should focus on short-term crisis lending. Separation of functions between the

development banks and the IMF is crucial for creating accountability on the part of the

various multilateral organizations, and for preventing competition among multilaterals in

the provision of poverty assistance, which could weaken the requirements set by

multilaterals for countries seeking such assistance. It is also worth noting that, even if the

IMF were not involved as a provider of poverty assistance it would still have substantial

influence over members' policies. In order to qualify for World Bank assistance,

countries have to be members in good standing at the IMF. Thus IMF staff would still

have a role to play in spurring appropriate institution building, particularly if, as

suggested by the Meltzer Commission, the CCL became a unique source of crisis lending

to all member countries.

In Mr. Kohler's comments on the issue of poverty (e.g., his speeches of May 30,

August 7, and September 26, 2000, and February 26, 2001 - available at

http:/www.imf.org/extemaUnp/speeches) one detects a bit of internal conflict. He seems

to favor a refocusing of the IMF on liquidity provision and crisis prevention, but he

cannot quite bring himself to leave poverty reduction entirely to the development banks,

at least not yet.

In fairness to the IMF, there is one legitimate argument against the immediate

elimination of the PRGF - namely, the inability of the World Bank and the other

development banks to address the problem of poverty in many developing countries.

Particularly in the case of Africa, neither the African Development Bank nor the World

Bank has established a credible program for poverty alleviation on the lines suggested by
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the Meltzer Commission. But the solution is not to provide a permanent IMF poverty

program, but rather, to reform the development banks so that they can assume

responsibility for poverty alleviation.

Recent IMF Bailouts of Argentina and Turkey

The recent IMF programs in Argentina and Turkey have brought home, once

again, the urgent need for the establishment of clear rules that limit IMF-sponsored

bailouts. These bailouts demonstrate that, despite all the recent improvements in IMF

practices, the mindset and practices of the "old IMF" continue to guide important policy

making.

In the case of Argentina, the IMF is repeating the same mistake that it made in

Latin America in the 1 980s, namely the destructive postponement of sovereign debt

restructuring. Argentina's debt service burden has ballooned in the past three years,

while its exports have stagnated. The result is an inability for Argentina to generate in the

future enough foreign currency receipts to service its debt. RAF support for Argentina

postpones, but does not resolve, this problem. Indeed, it will make the problem worse in

Argentina. As we learned in the 19S0s, growth stalls and debt-to-GDP ratios climb in

countries with an unsustainable sovereign debt problem because of the uncertainties that

surround debt contracts and the unwillingness of new sources of capital to enter a country

that has not resolved an unsustainable debt burden. The IME did postpone the

restructuring of debt, and in the process, it also postponed the uncomfortable period of

financial and economic disruption that Argentina will face. But by coming to the

assistance of Argentina, and effectively, once again, bailing out foreign debt holders, the
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IMF has not only magnified the moral hazard problems in international capital markets, it

has also postponed Argentina's recovery.

In the case of Turkey, the IMF defense of intervention reflects the view among

some within the IMF that crises provide windows of opportunity for the IMF to force

countries to adopt painful reforms in exchange for bailout credit. It may very well be that

this time in Turkey things will be different (the willingness of the Turkish government to

accede to IMF demands for financial restructuring is one positive sign); but if the past is

any guide, Turkey will, once again, take the IMF's money and end up abandoning fiscal

and monetary discipline in spite of IMF conditionality. And, in the process, once again,

G7 politics has come to bear on the IMF to weaken its stance vis a vis Turkey. Recent

news stories suggest that the tide is already turning in this direction. Although, by all

accounts, the U.S. Treasury initially gave great latitude to the IMF in handling the

Turkish crisis, the State Department, Defense Department, and National Security Council

now seem to be exerting increasing pressure to ensure that Turkey be provided with as

much subsidized IMF money as possible. Turkish officials are openly expressing their

desire for access to funds with little interference in the management of their internal

affairs.

These crises, and the IMF's reactions to them, illustrate why it is so important to

establish meaningful reforms of IMF lending practices that limit the use of the IMF as a

means to bail out foreign investors, postpone inevitable sovereign debt workouts, or

provide politically motivated access to IMF subsidies. If the IMF could be established as

a true crisis lender, with funds available to prequalified countries at a true penalty rate,

its role as a distributor of credit subsidies would end. It would cease to be a propagator of
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moral hazard and debt workout postponement, and it would be less of a target for political

manipulation by the G7.

Summnar

In conclusion, I believe the IMF staff deserve substantial praise for their

successful efforts at reform. But to make those reforms effective, I recommend the

following additional policies:

1. Mandatory disclosure of Article IV consultations.

2. Disclosure, with a lag, of the bargaining positions taken by Fund management in loan

negotiations, and the outcome of those negotiations.

3. Mandatory voting by the Fund board on all loan arrangements, and recording and

disclosure of all votes.

4. The elimination of the SDR Department.

5. The immediate elimination of all non-concessional Fund lending facilities other than

the SRF and the CCL, to permit an exclusive focus on crisis lending.

6. The phasing out of the SRF (to be fully replaced by the CCL) over a fixed period of

time (say, 5 years).

7. The relaxation of the "equal treatment" constraint on interest rate charges, and the

establishment of true penalty interest rate charges based on pre-crisis sovereign yields

plus spreads, with CCL borrowers enjoying lower spreads than SRF borrowers.

8. The phasing out of the PRGF over a period of time, with responsibility for poverty

alleviation shifting to the World Bank and the regional development banks.
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TABLE 1
List of non-concessional facilities, interest rates and repaysent periods

Name of facility and Interest Rate Repaymet Recent dunges
Desciptim, of purpose Period
Stabdby Anaagement (SBA) Basic irest rate 3 X to S yeas * Repayment period us 2 V. to 4
lhe basic leding facility to (linked to market years if external position is
help countries facing balance- interest an sh ott- Strong (eary rqaymp mt
of-paymiets difficalties. taem inatrumants in expectatifsn).

msjr induslized
markets) * Subject to surcharge of 100

basis points above basic inte'at
mte for cadit exceeding 200
percent of quota, and 200 basis
points for credit ex ding 300
percent of quoa

Supplemental Reserve Facility Surcharge of 300-500 1 to I hyeais;
(SRM) basis points over cm be
A special facility to help basic interest rate extesded to 2
comnties facing Gevre capital to 2 % yesra
amunt needs frca a sudden
kma of market coafidenc_.
Contngent Credit L es Surcharge of 150-350 I to I % yms;
(CCL) basis points over the cm be
A new fadlity which offeis a basic itet rate exteded to 2
precautimy line of credit to to 2 !S ys
counories wh saound ecomic
policies to help nbat a asudden
lnss of cenfidmce, due to

Extended Fund Fadllty (KM) Basic interest rate 4 % to 10 ym * Repayment period is
A landing fcility for cuntries 4 V. to 7 yam if fexenal
with longer term balanchof- positioo is stang (Carly
payment needs. reqayment exipeaims")

*Subject to hofl00
bdais pointsbo basc -te
rate for audit exeedin 200
peant of quota, and 200 ba
pis fr credit exceeding 300
percet of quota

Compemtory F blialag Basic intrt ate 3 % to 5 yams Repayment period sberteed to
Faelt (CM) 2 ff. to 4 yews under early
A faility for cmmintries fang repayment expeetima.
teanmpery dffiiuhies from a
shotl im expnts or higher
cee impoat co___

In addition to the above fciliti, (I) e _pacy aslanee is provided m respeyse tonatxl
distsandinmpst-cf io tntasacm is gaeray limted to 25 pe nt of quot and(2)
emmndamal a ne is provided thtrugh the Poverty Redtion and Growth Facility (PROn)
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TABLE 2
CurrattFinancial Arrangements (General Resourcs Account)

as of March 2, 2001 (In milim of SDRs)
Dat of DMe of Amnt Undrmffl IMF Cedit

Bornwer, Type of Fadfi Approad Expm Ageed Balance Out8anding

Stad-by (SBA)
Argentina! 3/10100 3/9/03 10,586 6,751 5,981
Boania/Huxegoina n59198 5/29101 94 14 s0
Draxil2 32/2/9M 12/1/01 10,420 2,551 1,357
Eador 419190 -4/1&101 227 113 113
Edonia 3/1/00 WW311 29 29 14
Gabon 10/23100 4/22102 93 79 6s
Latvia 12/i19 4/9/01 33 33 25
Lithmmia 3/U00 6W7/01 62 62 144
Nigwk 8/4/00 "31 789 739 -

Pakionn I 910w MOM 465 315 749
P _a- 6/300 3U29102 64 64 67
hauaNewGuina 3M9100 5MM10 86 57 30

1ke 12M2299 122102 8,676 4,743 4,295
Urugay 5/310 3/31/02 150 150 1314

SBA total: 14 31,773 15,750 13,037
Memo: SRF 7,900 3,800 4,100

Etended (EF
Bu4laria 92519S 9/101 628 105 973
C d.mbia 122019 12/19/02 1,957 1,957 -

bid sia 2/4100 12/31102 3,638 2,737 8,043
Jordan 4/1599 4/14102 128 91 344
Kmr "gm 12/13199 12/12/02 329 329 -
MWadmia (FYR) I 1/100 1 /2803 24 23 32-
Ukraine 9/4/98 8/1502 1,920 1,013 1,532
Yemen l3029/97 12o3 73 33 S7

EFF total: 8 8,697 6,343 11,011
Total SBA awd EFF 40,469 22,093 24049
'Amount agreed and aduwn ba1 inc ide m mmiunazt and amounts rnaining avaiable

_nder the SRF. SRF In Arymnins isW.1 biWinn, and in Turkey, $5.S bilian.
2 Amount agreed and Wdawn baan xcludeSD 2.6 billion not drawn. 8rairs SRF epired an 12/199.
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When is a crisis not a crisis? When it occurs eight times within six years. Now, both

semantics and policies must alter.

A year ago, the Meltzer Commission warned that "a mechanism [must be] designed to

avoid the abuse of [IMF] liquidity assistance to sponsor bailouts". Fine tuning of the

mechanics of present intervention won't accomplish the task. Nor will convivial

dialogue or earnest exhortation. We must focus instead on the incentives that motivate

behavior. The view of crises has been static and we must move to a dynamic approach

that recognizes that an expedient response to one crisis can trigger a spiral of

irresponsible borrowing and speculative investing.

Thus far, every move that has been made has acted to create more crises. We have

simply socialized the risk and privatized the return. Those who have set the precedent for

bailouts have set aside the basics of market economics:

Fact 1: Voluntary participation in crisis resolution is an oxymoron. No one voluntarily

takes a loss.

Fact 2: If a high return is offered without the attendant high risk, there will be excess

demand.

Fact 3: Only the credible prospect of default can enforce change in countries, write-

downs in creditor holdings and caution in capitalists.

There has been no change in official conduct since bailouts entered the international

consciousness in 1995 with Mexico. Then, the U.S. Treasury led an intervention effort to

2
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gather some $50 billion for what they swore was a one-time event. Afterwards in 1996

the GIO united to promise they would act to "discourage expectations that large-scale

official financing packages will be available to meet debt service obligations to the

private sector".

There followed in swift succession: in 1997, Thailand for $17 billion, Indonesia for $34

billion and Korea for $57 billion; in 1998, Russia for $16 billion and Brazil for $42

billion; and now Turkey for $10 billion and Argentina for $20 billion. To date, a quarter

trillion dollars in debt and risk has been shifted from the balance sheets of private

creditors to official ledgers.

Loss has largely bypassed the private sector that, with the exception of Russia, has not

written off a single dollar on sovereign lending to large emerging nations. When the

international financial institutions move in and shore up the credit of faltering economies,

private sector lending on terms the market sets after the bailout is simply an arms-length

decision. This cannot be confounded with the bonafide participation that implies a

cooperative sharing of cost and risk.

Political outcry in the industrialized world continues to demand that those who gamer

high returns must be compelled to contribute to emergency solutions. The paradox is that

the private sector was already "bailed in" until we elected to bail them out.

3
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The IMF response thus far has been long on subterfuge and short on substance. A case in

point is Argentina where the Fund is boasting private sector participation for half of the

$40 billion emergency package. In truth, it is nothing more than a bonus for bad lending

decisions. Investors took no losses, assumed no risk and proffered no concessions on

new funding.

All the evidence points to a new multilateral policy that has crystallized without

legislative accord: a high flow of affordable funding to emerging economies, far beyond

what official capability can provide, must be encouraged at all cost. The shadow of

contagion has been stretched with each episode and, now with Turkey, to the view that

default in any major emerging nation will shake investor confidence in all. Fear of global

disruption provides an expedient bugaboo, but it is no longer the prime motive for

intervention.

IMF behavior implies a blanket guaranty backed by the G7 governments that appears to

eliminate virtually all investor risk and awaits the advent of the deluge to cry crisis and

justify emergency aid. But there are consequences. Flows will become excessive as

speculation escalates, governments become profligate, domestic entrepreneurs

overextend and foreign investment is ill-considered. Without the stabilizing discipline of

-natural market forces, incentives for emerging nations to fulfill promises of reform are

destroyed, economic growth is subverted and the population at large is shortchanged.

Ahead lies the time when the totality of this new Ponzi scheme could entrain a worldwide

crisis that engulfs the donors along, with the recipients.

4
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No one questions that growth and prosperity in developing countries are in the interest of

every member of the system, but less reckless and less costly means must be explored.

In times of calm, not in the midst of calamity, we must put in place a new framework and

new tools that draw upon the skills and vast resources of the capital markets.

We must recognize that developing countries, with their violent political and economic

swings, are sources of recurring disturbance. Undisciplined capital flows, emboldened by

implicit IMF insurance, magnify this risk. The only unknowns are when and where

instability will arise.

We must identify systemic economies, whose weakness might spread beyond their

borders. For the IMF, as lender of last resort, true responsibility is to the system not to

individual borrowers. Today, perhaps five economies in the emerging world would

qualify: Argentina, Brazil, China, Korea and Mexico. For this critical universe, the IMF

should subsidize the cost of stability as a global public good.

We must divorce the resolution of pre-crisis debt from the provision of new financing and

direct these functions to different segments of the financial markets. The flow of

emergency resources must not be obstructed by the renegotiation of old claims and new

funds must be sequestered to forestall diversion into the payment of past obligations.

5
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We must prepare reservoirs of liquidity for the times when credit weakens, but on terms

negotiated before the event. Short maturity bridge funds offer breathing room that

permits borrowers to restructure outstanding debt and to seek long term financing from

both the capital markets and the development banks for genuine structural reform.

There is a new direction to explore that addresses all these needs. It provides

preparedness, liquidity for core economies, segregation of new funds and real private

sector participation. A summary of the new structure follows, while a detailed outline is

included as an appendix to this testimony.

The stand-by credit line to provide emergency liquidity is ubiquitous in the marketplace.

But, it can be transformed to become tradeable, securitized, subsidized by the IUF and

protected by the Fund's endorsement of borrower policies. By this means, the IF can

enlist the private sector to assume the risk of threatened economies in advance and

compensate the markets to provide an automatic first line of defense. The Fund retains

its traditional role of lender of last resort.

Options and notes, both publicly traded, are mechanisms that can modernize the classic

stand-by line. Put options would give the IMF the ability to sell to private sector

institutions at any time, over a predetermined medium term period, floating rate notes

issued by the core emerging governments.

Risk is diminished for the private sector by conditions on the exercise of the options and

the release of the funds-either agreement to an IF-sanctioned adjustment program or

6
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fulfillment of the preconditions of an IMF Contingent Credit Line (CCL). But, the risk is

not transferred to the taxpayers of the Fund's creditor members as occurs in classic IMF

intervention.

A securitized, liquid marketplace will attract a spectrum of institutions beyond the

traditional commercial bank universe that has dominated contingent credit lines in the

past. Every quarter, the IMF would buy, through competitive tender, I year put options

covering $1 billion principal amount of underlying notes for each country and 3 year put

options covering $500 million principal amount of underlying notes for each country.

After 3 years, this new source of emergency financing would generate a sum equal to half

the RAF's effective available resources--$50 billion or $10 billion for each of the core

emerging economies--reducing the demand for future quota increases.

The cost of the contingency structure will become ever more competitive as the market

develops. Currently, this amounts to 0.35-3.00% per annum depending upon the

borrowing country.

Since global financial stability is a prime public good, all members of the world economy

should contribute. The cost of a $50 billion program for the five core emerging

economies would be approximately $750 million per annum, divided equally between an

IMF subsidy and the protected country. To ensure a fair distribution of the Fund's share

of costs among its creditor and debtor members, financing could be generated by raising

the rate of charge on all loans and lowering the rate of remuneration on credit balances of

7
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donor nations. The effective annual cost to the creditor members would be $187.5

million of which the U.S. would bear $50-60 million.

Today, the IMF is engaged in a process of continuous intervention providing emergency

resources to some 30 countries. Should market-based contingent financing expand to

serve a broader spectrum of IMF members and grow to provision $100 billion or more of

funds, there may come a time when Fund lending will become redundant. This would

redefine the institution as a stalwart lender of last resort, ever vigilant but seldom in

action.

8
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Appendix

Securitized Contingent Financing: A Means to Bail-in the Private Sector

1. Strategv

The IMF has long been seeking a means to integrate private sector investors in

emergency financing. Past approaches have faltered because they have relied on

coercion of pre-crisis lenders after the fact rather than on voluntary participation of

highly developed capital markets before the event. This strategy looks back to the 1980's

when official funds dominated developing economy finance and a cohesive group of

commercial bank lenders controlled private sector flows. Then, moral suasion by

industrialized governments forced regulated financial institutions to roll-over loans and to

extend new credit lines.

Coercion is not viable in a world of highly mobile capital dominated by unregulated

intermediaries. A new strategy is needed that takes advantage of the sophistication of the

financial markets in advance and recognizes that the provision of new emergency

resources must be divorced from the restructuring of pre-crisis debt. The offer of new

funds on terms that the market sets after official intervention is simply an arms-length

economic decision. True participation implies sharing the cost and assuming the risk.

The core responsibility of the Fund is to act as lender of last resort for the emerging

economies. But this obligation is to the global market, not to individual borrowers. Only

5 developing countries are presently large enough to pose a potential risk to the

9
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international system: Argentina, Brazil, China, Korea and Mexico. As other nations gain

importance, the list will grow. By narrowing its focus to the stability of a core group, the

IMF can take the initiative to promote the development of a market-based framework that

engages the private sector in crisis financing. Since financial stability is a global public

good, IMF subsidization of costs is justified.

In a domestic context, large banks are accorded preferential treatment as "too big to fail".

In the emotional climate of international opinion, current Fund policy that discriminates

between the needs of large and small nations is not tenable. Whether it makes economic

sense or not, all must be afforded the same opportunities.

II. A New Structure: Securitized Contingent Financing

The stand-by credit line to provide emergency liquidity is a commonplace tool. But, it

can be transformed by a new market-based framework to become tradeable and

securitized, subsidized by the IMF and protected by the Fund's endorsement of borrower

policies. The private sector will be enlisted to assume the risk of threatened economies in

advance and compensated to provide an automatic first line of defense against those

major crises that might entrain contagion.

The IMF would purchase put options from qualifying private sector institutions that give

the Fund the ability to sell at any time, over a predetermined medium term period,

floating rate notes issued by the 5 core emerging governments at the moment of crisis.

When issued, the notes would have a short maturity, carry a high floating interest rate

10
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(penalty rate) and be publicly traded. These terms, combined with the large size of the

issues, will ensure their liquidity.

Because the provision of liquidity is the objective, a short I year maturity of the

financing, when drawn, is appropriate. This will provide bridge funds that permit the

crisis borrower-to restructure its outstanding debt, if necessary, and to obtain long term

financing both from the capital markets and from the development banks for structural

adjustment programs.

The only condition on the exercise of the options would be agreement to an IMF-

sanctioned adjustment program or fulfillment of the preconditions of an IMF Contingent

Credit Line (CCL). There is no requirement of official financing. This positions the

private sector as the first line of defense in financial crises with the Fund retaining its role

of lender of last resort to emerging economies if contagion threatens.

A different series of options would be created for each of the systemically important

developing economies. The alternate of a composite option on a basket of the borrowers

would reduce the potential universe of sellers and increase the cost. Smaller programs

would be tailored to the needs of other nations that elect to participate.

Standard lender of last resort terms should apply: penalty interest rate, short maturity and

a high level of protection. An example: total principal amount of underlying notes per

borrower $10 billion; life of put options: 1-3 years; term of underlying notes: I year,

11
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interest rate on notes: 3 month Libor + 7%; minimum denomination of option: $10

million principal amount of underlying notes.

The condition of an adjustment program or fulfillment of CCL requirements ensures

protection for private sector participants because the borrower will have agreed to meet

IMF economic policy conditions or already satisfied preconditions before the option can

be exercised and funds released. This mitigates the risk for the private lenders without

transferring it to the taxpayers of the Fund's creditor members. In addition, it decreases

the probability that the borrowers will simply reduce the level of their reserve assets and

unconditional private sector lines of credit annulling the stand-by protection.

IE. Issuance. Credit Risk. Transferability and Liouiditv

A staggered offering schedule will smooth absorption and protect against times of crisis

when markets are effectively closed. Every quarter, the IMF would buy, through

competitive tender, I year put options covering $1,000 million principal amount of

underlying notes for each country and 3 year put options covering $500 million principal

amount of underlying notes for each country. Since only 15% of the options will be

rolled over at any given auction, at least 85% of contingent financing will be always at

hand, permitting postponement of bidding until functioning markets are restored. After 3

years, this new source of emergency financing would generate a sum equal to half the

IMF's effective available resources--$50 billion or $10 billion for each of the core

emerging economies.

Sellers of the options would be based in industrialized countries and meet qualifying

12
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criteria to minimize counterparty risk. These would include: minimum long-

term ratings of A, minimum asset levels and maximum levels of options written in

relation to capital. Among qualifying institutions, the options would be freely assignable

in minimum denominations of $S10 million principal amount of underlying notes.

Options would be exercised on a pro rata basis within each option class and the

underlying notes, when issued, would be exchange-listed and freely tradable in standard

market denominations. All notes issued on the same date would be identical, regardless

of the option class, to ensure maximum liquidity.

IV. Option Exercise and Coordination with IMF Intervention

As soon as a core emerging country agrees to an IMF economic adjustment program or

fulfills the preconditions under a CCL, the Fund would have the ability to draw

immediately upon private sector lenders for emergency financing. Mechanically, at the

time of intervention, the crisis country would issue notes to the Fund and the Fund would

exercise its option to sell the notes to the current option counterparties at 100% of

principal amount. The proceeds of the note sale would be transferred from the IMF to the

borrowing nation.

Even when a country is in default under existing liabilities, the proposed mechanism

functions without danger of the attachment of the new funds by old creditors. The option

contracts run between the IMF, not the crisis borrower, and the contingent lenders and

IMF disbursements are exempt from attachment under sovereign immunity law. There is

no credit exposure for the Fund in its pure pass-through function.

13
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If the Fund provides financing, in tandem with the proposed contingent facility, equal

creditor rank for the Fund and the private lenders would not be implied. Private sector

institutions would have market standing and would not benefit from the INF's preferred

creditor status.

V. Building a Liquid Market

A stand-by facility that is both marketable and securitized will attract capital and lower

costs. By establishing an ongoing substantial demand, the IMF will precipitate a supply

response and promote the development of the market. A securitized, liquid marketplace

will attract a spectrum of institutions beyond the traditional commercial bank universe.

In the syndicated loan market, the cost of this type of facility is 0.35-2.75% per annum.

In the nascent credit derivative market, the cost of the put options would be 1.50-3.00%

for the I year options and 1.00-2.10% per annum for the 3 year options depending upon

the borrowing country. (See attached table of Cost of Contingent Financing.)

Currently proposed regulations and accounting reforms advanced under the Basle

Committee on Banking Supervision and the Financial Accounting Standards Board

and the International Accounting Standards Committee will drive convergence of the two

markets toward uniform pricing and increase the importance of liquidity. Mark to

market, or fair value accounting, of all financial assets will force commercial banks to

price loans on true economic terms or face immediate earnings and balance sheet losses.
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New capital adequacy standards will promote consistency between banking book and

trading book treatments and eliminate incentives for regulatory capital arbitrage.

Effective pricing will be assured by a competitive universe of participants, comprised of

the 10 commercial banks that lead the syndicated loan business and the 7 major financial

institutions that make markets in emerging economy credit and spread risk through

derivatives. For these last, growth is constrained by the availability of instruments for the

option sellers' hedging mechanisms. This is particularly severe in the case of China

which has not issued substantial amounts of foreign-currency denominated debt and has

tightly controlled foreign exchange and domestic financial markets. Over time, the 5

core developing economies will continue to increase the supply of their debt instruments

and liberalize their domestic capital and foreign exchange markets. This will augment

the capacity of the derivatives market to hedge and hence to offer and trade the options.

VI. Fundina the Cost of the Options

Global financial stability is a public good whose cost should be shared by all who benefit

from prosperity in the world economy. This justifies IMF subsidization with option

premiums divided equally between the Fund and the country receiving the stand-by

protection. To ensure a fair distribution of the IMFs share of costs among its creditor

and debtor members, financing would come from raising the rate of charge on all loans

and lowering the rate of remuneration on credit balances of donor nations. Adjustments

to each of 0.25-0.35% per annum will cover the initial 5 core economies. This is a small

price to engage the private sector and to leverage IMF resources on a significant scale.
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Cost of Private Sector Contingent Financing *

Life of facility/option

Term of financing upon exercise

Argentina
Interest rate
Annual commitment fee/

option premium

Brazil
Interest rate
Annual commitment fee/

option premium

Mexico
Interest rate
Annual commitment fee/

option premium

China
Interest rate
Annual commitment fee/

option premium

Korea
Interest rate
Annual commitment fee/

option premium

Commercial
Bank Stand-By

3 yr.

Up to 3 yr.

Libor + 3%

2.75%

Libor + 2.75%

2.25%

Libor + 0.875%

0.50%

Libor + 0.50%

0.35%

Libor + 0.70%

0.50%

Credit
Derivatives

I yr. 3 yr.

Iyr. Iyr.

Libor + 7%

3.00% 2.10%

Libor + 7%

2.95% 2.05%

Libor + 7%

1.75% 1.20%

Libor + 7%

1.50% 1.00%

Libor+ 7%

1.50% 1.00%

*Pre-Argentina intervention.

Sources: Credit Suisse First Boston
International Finance Corporation
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14th District * New York
Congresswoman

Carolyn Maloney
Reports

2430 Rayburn Building * Wahington, DC 20513 * 20-225-7944
1651 Third Avenue * Suite 311 * New York, NY 10128 * 2124-60606

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: NICOLE HARBURGER
MARCH S. 2001 (202) 225-7944

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Today, Rep. Carolyn B. Maloney (D-NY) released the following
statement

Jost Economic Connstwe , Rep Carolyn B. Maloney
Reforsn of the IFsi, March .2001

Good morning. I want to welcome our witnesses back for snother hearing On reform of
the IMF and World Bank.

As I stated during hearings on this subject in this Committee and the Banking Committee
last year, I believe any reform of the International Fnanicial Institutions (Ils) must stdke a

I agree with the principles behind many ofthe reforms suggested by critics of dte
insitutons. From an economic standpoint, transparency, reduction of moral ha-rd, and the
importance of intelligible accounting procedures awe all U.S. values dutt we should encourage in
the IFIsL From a moral standpoint, the lending pro ms of the institutions must nOt contribute to
undermining environental protecton and decnt labor standards.

At the same dtme I believe these insttutions in the cunent forms have played important
roles in preventing the spread of economic conagion.

In hearings last year I asked Secretary Sumters and others what the effect of the Meltzr
Commission's recommendations would have bees on their ability to contain the fiarnciaI crisis in
1998. They eIpr d concemtdat preqlificctia would havetied dteir h I think we

sbould all take to beart thee wanings fm a members last Ad t samc of whom
were the among the most experienod professionals in international financial mrkets ever to
serve m Ing vemen With an ev increasing perwceage of Americana ivested in securities
with intemational erposure, I think we must act very carefully not to hamsting the IFIs shuld
alloaer crisis erge in the f

Today look forward to the testimony of the witnssesnd 1 look forward to future
on 11 darw Ad ia via on t es

Thank you Mr. Charmn
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March 15, 2001

The Honorable Carolyn B. Maloney
2430 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515-3214

Dear Congresswoman Maloney:

I regret that time pressure did not permit me to answer your interesting question at the
hearing before the Joint Economic Committee on Thursday March 8.

Near the end of the hearing, you asked about the implementation of our proposal for
reform of the International Monetary Fund. Your concern was with the flexibility of the system
in a crisis, a concern that I and other members of the Commission certainly share. This is a
central, and perhaps the central, issue in any reform plan. We cannot foresee what will happen in
the future, so we do not want to tie the hands of those who have to make decisions. On the other
hand, too much flexibility permits the IMF and the US government to throw money at problems
where it is clearly not warranted, does not help, and may discourage reform. I do not believe that
it is an accident that the IMF makes agreements with Russia that the Russians repeatedly do not
meet.

Russia is not an isolated example. Turkey, Korea, and many others have made
commitments that they have honored more in the breach then in reality. The Commission
therefore moved in the opposite direction-by providing incentives to make reforms before the
crisis occurs, so there will be FEWER crises. That was the purpose of the preconditions.

The incentive to the country to meet the precondition would come in the form of lower
interest rates and more foreign capital. Lenders would know that these were safer countries, so
they would lend more money with lower risk premiums. Countries that did not meet the
commitment would pay higher interest rates and get less money. In this way, we would not only
improve the financial structures in these countries, improve the exchange rate systems, but we
would also discourage short-term foreign lending by banks in the principal countries to countries
that are risky. All three would move in the proper direction.

There would still be crises. We want to limit discretion, but we recognize in our report
that the IMF would have to retain judgment about the nature of the crisis and the need for
assistance.

My concern is not that there would not be sufficient lending in the case of crisis. My
concern is that they would declare almost all crises systemic. Reform would then be aborted.
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Page 2 Continued
C.B. Maloney

I am pleased to learn of your interest in these important issues. Global stability will be a
major problem in future years, as the global reach of the US recedes after the cold war.

These are not partisan issues. They are issues that affect all Americans, rich and poor,
democrat and republican. The system is crisis prone, and it must be improved.

I am often in Washington. I have an office at the American Enterprise Institute. I would
be happy to meet with you to talk to you about this at greater length, if you are interested.

Sincerely,

Allan H. Meltzer

AHM/ar
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